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TEMPORARY AND SUPPORTED ACCOMMODATION – THE SINGLE PERSON’S 
GATEWAY 

 

Background 
 

1. At a meeting of the Community & Adult Services Scrutiny Committee (CASSC) 

on the 5th December 20181, Members received the “Homelessness and Housing 

Review Strategy 2018-22”.  At this meeting, Members agreed that they wished to 

hold an additional meeting dedicated to looking at temporary and supported 

accommodation via the Single Persons Gateway.   

 

2. The aim of the meeting would be to obtain views from a range of sources, to 

explore views around the following issues: 

• An update on winter arrangements for 2018/19. 

• Are services fit for purpose? 

• How the hostels work together – is it effective? 

• Supported accommodation – how effective is it?  What kind of support is on 

offer? 

• Do people coming through the gateway get the support they need?   

• The complexities of the service and the people that use it. 

 

3. A CASSC meeting was held on the 21st January 2019.  The meeting heard from a 

range of witnesses, with focus on the bullet points in paragraph 2 above.  At this 

meeting, Members heard from a range of witnesses, including: 

• Cabinet and Senior Officers in Cardiff Council 

• The Huggard Centre 

                                                           
1 http://cardiff.moderngov.co.uk/documents/g3438/Printed%20minutes%2005th-Dec-
2018%2016.30%20Community%20Adult%20Services%20Scrutiny%20Committee.pdf?T=1&LLL=0 
 

http://cardiff.moderngov.co.uk/documents/g3438/Printed%20minutes%2005th-Dec-2018%2016.30%20Community%20Adult%20Services%20Scrutiny%20Committee.pdf?T=1&LLL=0
http://cardiff.moderngov.co.uk/documents/g3438/Printed%20minutes%2005th-Dec-2018%2016.30%20Community%20Adult%20Services%20Scrutiny%20Committee.pdf?T=1&LLL=0


• The Wallich 

• Salvation Army 

• Ty Tresillian and the Outreach Team 

• Tamsin Stirling, Independent Housing Consultant 

 

4. Prior to the meeting, Members also received a copy of Shelter Cymru’s report 

entitled “Trapped on the Streets Understanding Rough Sleeping in Wales”; as 

well as a written submission from United Welsh Housing.  Both are attached at 

Appendices A and B respectively. 

 

Issues 
 

5. The Single Persons Gateway was created in 2015 to ensure that supported 

accommodation provision would only be accessed by those that are most in 

need, and to control the numbers being placed in accommodation without a local 

connection.   

 

6. Provision: 

• Emergency Accommodation - 71 Units 

• Hostels - 232 Units 

• Supported Accommodation - 256 Units  

• Cold Weather Provision provides an additional 90+ Units. 

 

7. The Single Persons Gateway provides a single point of access pathway into a 

range of supported accommodation for single people and couples.   

 

8. Single homeless people can access the Single Persons Gateway without a 

priority need, and the level of accommodation provided will be dependent on the 

client’s vulnerability.   

 



9. The majority of Gateway accommodation is used as temporary housing for 

homeless clients until suitable permanent accommodation is sourced. Some 

clients will remain in the Single Persons Gateway for a longer time while their 

support needs are addressed, and a small number of clients may remain in 

certain projects on a more permanent basis due to their needs. 

 

10. There are various specialist pathways into the Single Persons Gateway to ensure 

ease of access for vulnerable groups such as rough sleepers or those leaving 

prison. 

 

11. Single Persons Gateway data is continually monitored. In 2017/18 1,409 people 

used the service, however 3,208 placements were made, demonstrating that 

many individuals are placed within the service more than once in a year. This 

may be due in part to moving between different types of accommodation within 

the Gateway, however, improved monitoring has shown that a high number of 

clients are abandoning or being evicted from accommodation and re-entering at a 

later date. 51 clients have been housed more than 20 times since the Gateway 

was launched in 2015 and the number of negative moves out of the Gateway far 

exceeds positive move on. There has been some improvement in the number of 

positive moves during 2017/18 however negative moves out of single persons 

accommodation remains an issue of concern.  

 

12. There is a range of support in place to help people move on from the Single 

Persons Gateway once they are ready. The traditional pathway is to progress 

people from placements in emergency accommodation, through to frontline 

hostels and if needed into secondary supported accommodation, and finally into 

independent living in permanent accommodation.   

 

13. As part of the planned changes to the Cardiff Housing Allocation Scheme, a more 

robust strategy for clients ready to move on from hostel or supported 

accommodation will be developed.   Clients will be required to pick at least four 



higher availability areas to increase the chance of an appropriate social housing 

offer becoming available within a reasonable time.   

 

The Meeting 
 

14. As already stated, the meeting on the 21st heard from a number of witnesses (see 

paragraph 3 above) and the draft minutes from this meeting are attached at 

Appendix C. 

 

15. At the meeting, Members received presentations and case studies and these are 

attached as follows: 

• Appendix D – Overview of the Single Persons Gateway by Cllr Thorne, 

Sarah McGill and Jane Thomas 

• Appendix E – Presentation by the Salvation Army, plus case studies 

• Appendix F – Presentation about the Multi-Agency Task Group by Ian 

Ephraim 

• Attached at Appendix G is a list of studies in relation to this topic, as 

referenced by Tamsin Stirling in her presentation.   

• Appendix H is a written submission by the Chair Trustee of Cardiff Foodbank 

regarding Church Night Shelters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



KEY FINDINGS 
 

Current Provisions & Safety 
 

KF1.  There are a range of varying accommodation provisions available in Cardiff 

with an additional 3 Housing First Units currently being developed. 

Accommodation provision is assigned in line with the individuals need and 

vulnerability.  

 

KF2.   There is a need for a greater understanding of the complexities of the 

individuals requiring immediate accommodation assistance. Such knowledge 

would aid services in ensuring an individual’s accommodation is maintained, 

whilst avoiding the likelihood of negative moves and an individual re-entering 

the system on a continued basis.     

 

KF3.   There are a number of specialist projects in place for homeless women, with 

an additional precautionary measure of women within hostels being 

segregated.   

 

KF4.   Prevalent across all partners is the difficulty of moving people on into secure, 

sustainable, long-term accommodation. Reasoning for this is due to difficulties 

in identifying complex needs. 

 

KF5.  There appears to be a lack of national priority for investment in alternative 

accommodation provisions. 

 

KF6.   Within Cardiff, there is a lack of available social housing and private rented 

sector housing engaged in the system.   

   

 



Engagement  
 

KF7.   Additional, positive and innovative advertising regarding provisions for the                     

           homeless is required. 

   

KF8.   Reasoning for some individuals not engaging with, and using, the provisions  

 available are due to the perceived restrictive rules in place surrounding    

 substance use.  

 

KF9.    There is a need to challenge the mind-set around rough sleepers and  

 shape public perceptions of rough sleepers with a move towards a “kinder    

 Cardiff”.  

 

Service Users’ Needs  
 

K10.   There has been a significant change in the needs and complexities of clients –  

many are younger and have a range of issues such as mental health and 

substance misuse.  

 

K11.   Current drugs laws prevent organisations from fully exploring alternative   

ways of working with homeless individuals who may be alcohol or drug 

dependant.  

 

K12.   The vast majority of rough sleepers have either a mental health problem or a  

substance misuse problem and most of them have both.    

 

Partnership Working 
 

K13.   There is a frontline hostel network that meets monthly where data is fed in 

 and collaborative working is developed.  

 

K14.  Short-term funding is not conducive to planning and developing services and 

places smaller organisations at a disadvantage.   



 

K15.    Key to the long term picture is the inclusion, and collaboration with, health 

and this is a key objective of Cardiff’s multi-disciplinary team. Certain 

organisations are involved in the homelessness agenda such as the Public 

Services Board, however collaborative working is an area that needs to be 

improved. 

 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS  
 

The Community and Adult Services Scrutiny Committee has identified opportunities 

for placing the service user at the heart of service provision which will require raising 

the profile of homeless provisions both politically and operationally. Members 

consider these step changes are well within the organisations reach.  

 

The Cabinet is recommended to: 

R1.  Due to the high level of engagement of individuals with mental health and/or 

substance misuse with low-threshold day centre services; more work is 

required in order to develop additional open access provision of harm-

reduction advice and therapeutic intervention work. 

 (KF2,4,10,12)  

 

R2.    Review hostels across Cardiff to assess whether there is enough provision for 

couples, women and vulnerable individuals and ensure all provision is 

assigned in line with an individuals need and vulnerability. 

          (KF1,2) 

 

R3.    Actively promote investment in, and seek funding for, alternative 

accommodation provisions.   

          (KF5) 

 



R4.    Engage with Registered Social Landlords and Landlords in the Private Rented 

Sector to find ways of encouraging them to house single homeless people 

whilst encouraging the importance that people with substance use problems 

and/or mental health problems need to be supported.            

          (KF2,4,6) 

 

R5.    Provide funding, or seek funding, for more support for individuals with 

complex needs when they are ‘moved on’ from hostels.                                            

(KF2,4) 

 

R6.    Provide additional, positive and innovative advertising regarding provisions for 

the homeless with the intention of changing the mind-set around rough 

sleepers and the perception of rough sleepers.                                              

(KF7,9) 

 

R7.    Work with the Welsh Government to explore ways of changing the laws so 

that organisations can work more effectively with individuals with substance 

use problems. With a particular focus on changing provisions so that this 

group will better engage with services. 

          (KF8,11) 

 

R.8    Seek long-term funding for those organisations that are only receiving short-

term funding so that the services, that are vital in addressing rough sleeping, 

are sustainable. 

          (KF14) 

 

R.9    Ensure that collaboration with the Health Board is continued and improved 

with a particular focus on early interventions to try and prevent mental health 

or substance misuse problems. 

         (KF15) 

 

 

 

 



 

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 
 

The Scrutiny Committee is empowered to enquire, consider, review and recommend 

but not to make policy decisions.  Any report with recommendations for decision that 

goes to Executive/Council will set out any legal implications arising from those 

recommendations. All decisions taken by or on behalf the Council must (a) be within 

the legal powers of the Council; (b) comply with any procedural requirement imposed 

by law; (c) be within the powers of the body or person exercising powers of behalf of 

the Council; (d) be undertaken in accordance with the procedural requirements 

imposed by the Council e.g. Scrutiny Procedure Rules; (e) be fully and properly 

informed; (f) be properly motivated; (g) be taken having regard to the Council's 

fiduciary duty to its taxpayers; and (h) be reasonable and proper in all the 

circumstances. 

 
 

 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 

There are no direct financial implications arising from this report. However, financial 

implications may arise if and when the matters under review are implemented with or 

without any modifications. 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE 

  

To scrutinise, measure and actively promote improvement in the Council’s 

performance in the provision of services and compliance with Council policies, aims 

and objectives in the area of community and adult services, including:  

 

• Public and Private Housing  

• Disabled Facilities Grants  

• Community Safety  

• Neighbourhood Renewal and Communities First 

• Advice & Benefit  

• Consumer Protection  

• Older Persons Strategy  

• Adult Social Care  

• Community Care Services  

• Mental Health & Physical Impairment  

• Commissioning Strategy  

• Health Partnership  

 

To assess the impact of partnerships with and resources and services provided by 

external organisations including the Welsh Government, joint local government 

services, Welsh Government-sponsored public bodies and quasi-departmental non-

governmental bodies on the effectiveness of Council service delivery.  

 

To report to an appropriate Cabinet or Council meeting on its findings and to make 

recommendations on measures which may enhance Council performance and 

service delivery in this area.  

 

To be the Council’s Crime and Disorder Committee as required by the Police and 

Justice Act 2006 and any re-enactment or modification thereof; and as full delegate of 

the Council to exercise all the powers and functions permitted under that Act.  
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Introduction
Street homelessness in Wales is an increasingly visible and pressing issue. Anybody walking the streets 
of our cities and towns can’t fail to notice how many people are bedding down in the open air.

Evidence suggests there has been an increase in rough sleeping of 10 per cent in the space of a year, 
from 313 to 345. This is on top of a 30 per cent increase the previous year.  And it confirms what many 
service providers in Wales, including ourselves, have been reporting.

Amid rising media interest and pressure from the public, some councils have claimed there is no need 
for anybody to sleep rough. And yet even during the punishing winter temperatures of early 2018 there 
were dozens of people spending their nights sleeping on streets across Wales. 

We know that there is good work being carried out across Wales to prevent and tackle homelessness. 
However, for people sleeping rough something has gone wrong and the solutions available have clearly 
failed. 

Current responses to street homelessness don’t seem to be fully working, and the frustration of service 
providers is all too clear. Increased use of public space protection orders, dispersal orders, hostile 
architecture, and schemes to discourage begging all point to a deepening official intolerance of rough 
sleeping. 

To successfully address the issue we first need to fully understand it.
 
Why are the numbers of people sleeping rough increasing year on year? 

What are the factors that are keeping people on the streets – and how can we overcome them? 

We recognise that this piece of research does not reflect the full scope of work that is undertaken by the 
sector to prevent and tackle homelessness. We acknowledge that there is a great deal of good practice 
taking place in Wales that is not represented within this report due to the aims of the study, which are to:

• Examine who is currently sleeping rough
• Investigate how people who were sleeping rough had initially become homeless
• Explore the challenges and barriers facing people who are sleeping rough in Wales.

We spoke to 100 people who are currently sleeping rough in Cardiff, Swansea and Wrexham. We 
also interviewed 25 professionals involved in homelessness and related services, and we held two 
events where we presented the testimonies of street homeless people and worked together with 70 
professionals to reflect on the findings and develop a raft of solutions.

We’d like to thank Cardiff, Swansea and Wrexham Councils for taking the brave step of funding this 
independent study into the experiences of people who are currently street homeless.

www.sheltercymru.org.uk  | 1
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How we did the research
Although we set out to use a formal approach, including a survey and semi-structured interviews, it 
quickly became apparent that many people were reluctant to participate in this way.  

So we adopted an ethnographic approach to the study: observing people sleeping rough at different 
times of the day, in different locations and in different scenarios. Interviews were carried out in a 
conversational way to build trust.

Informed verbal consent was obtained from participants. This approach was felt to be more ethical and 
sensitive, meaning that people weren’t intimidated by the researchers and the power balance between 
researcher and participant was equal. In one of the areas a peer researcher was present. 

A total of 100 ethnographic conversations were conducted – these inform the report, with case studies 
and stories used to illustrate experiences throughout.

A subsample of 35 people also completed a structured survey – where we use percentages they are 
drawn from this subsample only. 

We also interviewed 25 professionals working in a range of roles and across numerous sectors including 
health, housing, social services, police and specialist services such as substance misuse.

Who is on the streets?
This section will explore who is sleeping rough in the three areas included in the study.

It will attempt to characterise who is on the streets. We explored particular subgroups: age, gender and 
ethnicity/nationality.

We found that certain groups were particularly prominent among the people we spoke to:

• Prison leavers – Priority need status was given under Welsh legislation in 2001 to people 
leaving prison who had a local connection to the local authority. However, changes to the priority 
categories under the Housing (Wales) Act 2014 mean that now a person is only in priority need if 
they have a local connection with the area and are vulnerable as a result of being an ex-prisoner.  

• Care leavers – Often due to loss of a tenancy, exclusion from support services and difficulties 
linked to shared accommodation housing benefit rates. 

• People with complex unmet support needs – including but not limited to people with poor 
mental health, substance misuse issues, offending, learning difficulties and domestic abuse.

• Couples – a lack of couple’s provision was often cited as the cause of them sleeping rough. 

The ages of the people we spoke with varied and of the 35 a total of 18 were aged between 25 and 34 
(see figure 1). It was a similar picture among the rest of the 100 participants, although we also spoke 
with one person aged under 18 who was not surveyed.

The professionals we spoke to share a perception that the age profile of people sleeping rough has 
lowered in recent years, with increasing numbers of younger people on the streets in Wales. 



 

Figure 1: Ages of people sleeping rough

So what’s driving this? Professionals felt that changes to housing benefit, namely the introduction 
of shared accommodation rates for under-35s, was one key driver. Street homeless people didn’t 
mention welfare changes directly, but they did discuss the lack of decent and appropriate move-on 
accommodation which is a knock-on effect of certain welfare cuts. 

Only a small number of participants felt that shared accommodation would work for them and even in 
those cases people expressed a preference for small-scale accommodation with approximately three 
other people in an intensively supported environment.

One of the possible factors behind this apparent increase among 25-34 year olds may be the more 
prevalent use of tenancies in shared accommodation, and the failure of those tenancies. We spoke to 
a number of people within this age group who actually had a tenancy within a shared setting, but due 
to antisocial behaviour (ASB) or other issues felt they were unable to stay there. 

We also spoke to people who had previously held a tenancy within shared accommodation and had 
lost their accommodation for a range of issues including rent arrears, ASB and abandonment.

Professionals also told us that they struggled to find appropriate shared accommodation that is 
affordable and private landlords willing to accept housing benefit. Furthermore, the majority of people 
under the age of 35 who we spoke to told us that they didn’t want to live in shared accommodation 
and wanted their own home.
 
There was a significant proportion of people who had experienced care within this age group who had 
often had a period of independent living since leaving care and had later lost their tenancy. There was 
one case where someone was below the age of 18 and had a current care order.

 
ns - People's Home
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Figure 2. Gender of people sleeping rough

The length of time that people had been sleeping rough varied considerably, from one night to 20 years 
(see figure 3). Many people had more than one experience of being homeless and sleeping rough. For 
many it appeared that they had been continuously cycling in and out of homelessness for a long time.

Many people had not had stable or secure accommodation since leaving their family home, instead 
experiencing different foster placements, institutional stays and chaotic childhoods.

Figure 3: Length of time without stable accommodation

4  |  Trapped on the Streets

Recent research found that less than 1% of rooms advertised in Cardiff 
were affordable for those on the Shared Accommodation Rate and accepted 
housing benefit. 

Source: Social Security Advisory Committee (2018) Young People Living 
Independently.



Journeys into homelessness 
What did people tell us were the main reasons why they were street homeless? It is hugely important 
to note that although there were some common causes described by people sleeping rough, the 
population is diverse and each person’s needs and experiences were vastly different. 

Each person had their own story and views. There were no two stories the same, and it would be a 
mistake to generalise too much about specific pathways into homelessness and rough sleeping.

Causes of homelessness are often grouped into two categories: individual factors, which are problems 
in the person’s own life, such as physical or mental health conditions or relationship breakdown; and 
structural factors, which are wider problems in the system such as the rising cost of housing, the 
poverty trap, and welfare benefit cuts.

When we spoke with professionals working within the sector, we were frequently told that people who 
were sleeping rough were likely to excuse or attribute the cause on their homeless on structural factors 
rather than ’take responsibility for their own actions and choices’.

This was completely the opposite of what emerged when we spoke to street homeless people. People 
actually tended to focus on individual rather than structural factors: issues such as poor mental health, 
substance misuse, offending, ASB and bereavement were far more prevalent in responses than 
structural factors. 

Many people described feelings of worthlessness, self-blame and low self-esteem. There is clearly a 
disjoint between the perceptions of some professionals and the views of many rough sleepers.

In recent years much research has been carried out into the causes of homelessness and more 
specifically rough sleeping. Our study found that the causes of people becoming homeless in Wales 
reflected existing evidence. Common causes included loss of tenancy, loss of employment, relationship 
breakdown and time spent in an institution.

These causes of homelessness are well known already. We were looking for factors that might explain 
the reasons behind the recent rise in numbers of street homeless people. 

While no simple reason emerged, we did find that welfare reform and austerity were frequently mentioned, 
either directly (particularly by professionals) or indirectly (particularly by street homeless people in their 
discussions of housing affordability).

There was little direct mention of structural factors such as bedroom tax, sanctions or universal credit 
but what was reported was impact of structural factors: financial difficulty, debts and arrears, difficulties 
in shared accommodation, in conjunction with other individual factors.

It is likely that these structural changes did have an impact but what was more significant was the 
person’s ability to manage the impact: what counted was their personal and economic resilience to 
these effects. 

We found that these structural and financial issues were more visible as barriers to rehousing people 
who are already sleeping rough than as the prime cause of their homelessness. 
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Figure 4: Housing situation prior to homelessness

It was difficult to establish the housing journeys of many of the people we interviewed as quite often 
they had experienced significant periods of insecure housing before becoming homeless. 

There was a complex interplay between structural, social and individual factors. Numerous issues were 
cited as contributing to an individual’s homelessness and in the majority of cases there were multiple 
factors (see figure 5).

Figure 5: Contributing factors to homelessness

Recent research found:

• 17% of rough sleepers first became homeless due to being evicted

• 31% of rough sleepers first became homeless due to family or relationship 
breakdown 

• 13% of rough sleepers first became homeless due to being released from 
prison with nowhere to live

 

Source: analysis of 2 week National Rough Sleeper Count Questionnaires: 
November 2017.



 

Substance misuse and mental health were frequently mentioned, and difficulties accessing specialist 
services for those needs were common. It was clear that many people were vulnerable even before 
becoming homeless.  

Unsurprisingly, people who were sleeping rough and had an existing mental health and substance 
misuse issue reported a further decline in their wellbeing after becoming homeless.

Could anything have prevented people becoming homeless?

Despite the complexity of people’s issues, most felt that their homelessness was not inevitable and 
could have been prevented. 

A high proportion of people had been receiving tenancy support prior to their homelessness but often 
felt that it was not intensive enough, or that the support was not independent from the landlord which 
caused conflict. 

Some people suggested that support should be available outside office hours as that is quite often 
when issues arise. Difficulties accessing specialist support for substance misuse, mental health and 
domestic violence were also routinely identified (see figure 6).

Figure 6: Homelessness prevention

There was evidence of a lack of effective partnership working with many participants having contact 
with numerous agencies but still having unmet support needs. 

Some people became homeless due to the tenancy holder of their accommodation (usually a parent) 
going into care, or a lack of support for the transition between institutions such as prison, foster care, 
children’s homes and hospital and into independent living. 

People who had been in care felt that they were ill-prepared for the responsibility of a tenancy and were 
vulnerable to exploitation.

A large majority of people were able to point to interventions that could have prevented their 
homelessness. Most people felt that they may have needed multiple interventions but that either the 
service was inadequate or inaccessible.
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‘It would be much better to have an independent agency doing the tenancy support 
work, as there would be a greater level of trust between the parties’ - Professional

People who were currently sleeping rough and had experience with social services prior to becoming 
homeless reported feeling let down. It was felt that there would have been opportunities for social 
services, when addressing the needs of the children, to also ensure the needs of the parents were 
identified and addressed. If these needs had been recognised and sufficient support put in place then 
this may have prevented people from becoming homeless. 

A number of people, particularly those who had spent time in care, felt that they needed more support 
and training to prepare them for independent living. 

Many reported feeling overwhelmed by the responsibility of managing finances, running a home and 
coping with day-to-day tasks. Better tenancy support was a common suggestion from participants: 
support that was more holistic, more readily available outside office hours, and genuinely independent 
from the landlord. 

Some of the participants felt that some sort of mediation, whether within a family setting or within 
a community would have prevented them becoming homeless. This was mentioned particularly by 
younger people who had not experienced care. 

Unmet support needs were mentioned very frequently: in particular the need for support that addressed 
specific needs such as mental health, addictions (largely substance misuse and gambling) and domestic 
abuse. 

In most cases there were multiple needs so it is likely that numerous agencies would need to be 
involved, increasing the significance of strong partnership working.
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Journeys on to the street
The reasons for people sleeping rough in Wales also reflected the evidence base and in general were due 
to the failure of the solutions that were offered to an individual at the point of presenting as homeless. In 
particular the key drivers were a lack of emergency accommodation, a reluctance or inability to access 
available emergency accommodation, and being excluded from services. 

The structure and accessibility of these services, coupled with individual factors, emerged as the biggest 
cause for people to sleep rough.

Emergency accommodation, hostel provision, and the lure of the street-based lifestyle

We found significant problems with the way that emergency accommodation is provided. In two of the 
local authority areas there was a distinct lack of emergency accommodation which led to people relying 
on bed and breakfasts. 

In these areas the accommodation was either just totally scarce or was managed in a way which meant 
that the rules were inconsistent with people’s needs and situations, particularly for those with active 
addictions.

In the other area the main reason people were sleeping rough was due to a reluctance to access the 
available accommodation. The reasons for this included fear of other residents, exposure to substances, 
risk of sexual exploitation and negative perceptions of the service. This was particularly evident with 
larger scale shelters.

Professionals were divided about this issue. Those working within projects reported that clients’ 
substance misuse was so problematic that it was causing a number of issues: some people using 
constantly throughout the night which is not tolerated within the projects; some people being drawn to 
the streets, particularly during the night, to beg and raise enough money to fund their drug use; some 
people behaving in an erratic, aggressive or threatening manner due to the substances being used, 
specifically New Psychoactive Substances (NPS).

‘Many people using (NPS) become comatose or aggressive and violent’ - Professional

There were feelings among professionals that commissioning practices were leading to providers being 
expected to do more with less which often led to unsafe and problematic environments. 

Some described high ratios of staff to residents: one worker to 10 or 15 residents with high support 
needs.  This was deemed to be dangerous to both staff and residents.

In areas where there was a range of emergency and supported accommodation available, professionals 
felt that the reluctance of people to access this could be explained by an insufficient focus on matching 
services to people’s needs. 

Professionals overwhelmingly felt that beds should be assigned according to need rather than on a 
‘first come first served’ basis. They felt that if existing accommodation was managed more strategically 
then they would not be such chaotic environments and people would feel safer and be more willing to 
access them.

Professionals not working in hostel provision felt that some rules within hostels were unfair and failed to 
actually cater for the client group that they are funded to support. There was evidence of people sleeping 
rough being excluded from hostels for not adhering to unrealistic rules and policies. For example, a 
number of hostels do not allow people to re-enter the provision if they have left to take substances or 
to beg.
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‘The policy to not let people back in (to hostel accommodation) if they go out to 
score more NPS drugs is the wrong approach, as there is such a massive wastage of 
bed spaces… workers in hostels should be adequately trained to be able to manage 
residents who are under the influence so that they can be re-admitted off the streets 
back into a place of safety’- Professional

Many people who are sleeping rough did report significant issues with substance misuse and did 
explain that they would beg to fund their habit – however, they usually reported that they were not in 
receipt of benefits and had no other income. 

Despite the view that people were using substances constantly throughout the night, most people we 
saw past midnight had already ‘bedded down’ and some were sleeping.

During the research there was a period of time in which we had extremely adverse weather and high 
snowfall. In one of the areas there were between 13 and 26 people still sleeping rough in the snow each 
night with reported empty beds in accommodation. 

This is during a time when their ability to generate an income from begging or other street-based activity 
would have been severely restricted or non- existent, suggesting that the ‘gravitational pull’ of the street 
should not be over-estimated as a cause of homelessness.

The need to have emergency accommodation that’s equipped to deal with high levels of substance 
misuse and their effects is clear. However, it’s likely that if these were large scale projects they would 
still be perceived as intimidating and dangerous places. 

People with active substance issues told us they didn’t want to be in an environment that was chaotic 
or would intensify their usage.

Some professionals understood this dynamic of addiction and felt that placing large groups of people 
with a wide variety of different substance misuse issues together was likely to result in a chaotic 
environment that would not be healthy to live or work in. Furthermore, there was awareness and 
concern that people supplying drugs tend to target large scale projects.

Chapter summary
The causes for homelessness are wide-ranging and include a mix of individual, structural and social 
factors. 

There is extensive evidence to explain the causes of both homelessness and rough sleeping: the rise in 
both can be explained by increasing financial pressures such as welfare reform, the rising cost of living, 
and low-paid job insecurity, coupled with increasing numbers of people struggling with complex unmet 
support needs.

As we will discuss further on, this is all set within a system that requires people to actively navigate their 
way through housing, welfare, health and employment services, all of which are under pressure and 
struggling with the increase in demand of their services. 

Accessing these services often takes considerable time and effort; for people who are sleeping rough 
this is time, effort and resilience that they just don’t have.

Despite the wide range of causes of homelessness, there are clearly opportunities to improve prevention 
work. People who took part on our research had a diverse range of suggestions for interventions that 
might have prevented them becoming homeless. 

Improved prevention activity is likely to reduce the number of people becoming homeless, however it is 
also likely that some people will still experience crisis and lose their homes. What happens at that point 
is hugely important. 
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Trapped on the streets: the ‘glue’ of 
street homelessness
What became clear during our study is that once people were sleeping rough, there were a number of 
issues that worked together to form a ‘glue’ which by placing hurdles in the way of accessing effective 
assistance was trapping people on the streets. 

In looking at the solutions to end rough sleeping the focus needs to be on addressing the factors that 
make this ‘glue’ while also improving the solutions available when people become homeless.

Accessing Housing Options and the Housing (Wales) Act 2014
 
Navigating the system

The current housing and homelessness system is incredibly complex and difficult to understand. This 
was one of the most significant factors in people struggling to break the cycle of homelessness and 
particularly rough sleeping. 

When we asked people if they’d made a formal homelessness application at the local authority Housing 
Options service, most people did not know at what stage of the process their assessment or application 
was, or even if their application was still live.

The assessment process itself presents multiple barriers for people:

• There is an expectation that people will be willing to disclose very personal information about 
their mental health, substance misuse and histories; and be able to evidence this with official 
documentation.

• The process itself, if done properly, is lengthy as professionals require as much information as 
possible to ensure that decisions are accurate; and due to the relief duty lasting up to 56 days.

‘They just give me the same reasonable steps as everyone else…it’s a joke really’                        
- Person sleeping rough

We frequently heard from people that they were physically and mentally unable to cope with spending 
hours in the offices of Housing Options, for a myriad of reasons. Some reported that going over their 
stories and re-living the traumatic events that had occurred in their lives negatively impacted their 
mental and emotional wellbeing to the extent that staying on the streets was in some ways easier.

‘I don’t even know. That’s what I mean, I just don’t know. Like my benefits, it’s taken me 
all week to pluck up the courage to come here today and try to sort out my benefits. 
They’re all quick to say to me “Come on, do that, do this”. Well fucking hell, help me 
- don’t sit there telling me what to do, help me. Then on the phone today and they’re 
asking me “Why has it taken you a week?” Well because I don’t know what I’m doing, 
I don’t know what I’m supposed to do. Instead of just telling me what to do, help me’       
- Person sleeping rough

There was evidence of good practice in one area that had begun to carry out homelessness 
assessments as part of their outreach activity. 

‘They do all the work in the prison and do forms and everything, but then you come out 
and there’s nothing, there’s no support. They do your benefits, housing forms, dentist, 
everything, but the minute you’re released from the gate you’re on your own’ - Person 
sleeping rough
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As well as the barriers to making a homelessness application, we found that once an application had 
been made there were gaps in the legislative framework that were presenting very real and perceived 
barriers to people. 

Priority need, local connection and intentionality decisions were frequently cited as reasons why people 
who were sleeping rough were unable to solve their homelessness. 

This was an incredibly complex issue to unpick due to people’s incomplete understanding of these legal 
concepts, both among people sleeping rough and among professionals. 

Priority need

Under Welsh homelessness legislation, people in in priority need groups have an enhanced right to 
accommodation. Priority need groups include:

• Pregnant women
• People with dependent children
• People who are vulnerable as a result of some special reason such as old age or disability
• Care leavers aged 18 to 21
• Armed forces veterans

If a local authority decides that someone who is homeless appears to be in a priority need group, they 
have a right to interim accommodation and may have a right to settled accommodation. However, a full 
assessment of priority need is not required at this stage of the process.

If people aren’t found to be in priority need, the council will still help to prevent or relieve their homelessness 
for up to 56 days and may provide interim accommodation – but the council doesn’t have to give them 
interim accommodation. I

f the help isn’t successful, there is no right to settled accommodation to back that up unless you are 
priority need. 

The Welsh Government’s statutory guidance for homelessness services states that people sleeping 
rough should be treated as priority need as they are ‘likely to be vulnerable due to the health and social 
implications of their situation.’ 

Despite this, many street homeless people said the local authority had found them to be not in priority 
need. 

In the main this was due to a lack of recognition of the person’s vulnerability and because of limited 
resources. Professionals felt that although the majority of people sleeping rough should be priority 
need, services didn’t have the resources to meet that duty.

‘I’m registered disabled and I’m still not priority and I’ve just got out of jail’ - Person 
sleeping rough

‘If one of them is priority because they’re vulnerable then wouldn’t they all be priority?…
where are they going to go?’ - Professional

‘You just get told all the same: single bloke, non-priority’ - Person sleeping rough
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Intentionality 

According to the law, a person is intentionally homeless if he or she ‘deliberately does or fails to do 
anything’ which leads to them losing accommodation which they could reasonably occupy.

Examples of deliberate acts include giving up accommodation that is affordable, or failing to pay rent in 
a ‘persistent and wilful’ way.

Government guidance says that councils should be careful when considering intentionality for vulnerable 
people, in case their homelessness is caused by an unmet support need. The guidance gives examples 
of situations where a person’s homelessness might not be seen as deliberate: these include relationship 
breakdown, and fleeing threats of violence.

Intentionality should not be assessed until the later stages of the process after assistance has been 
offered to relieve a person’s homelessness.

The people we spoke to were less likely to report that they’d been found intentionally homeless. 
However, we did speak to a number of people who had abandoned their property or been evicted 
and lost a tenancy for ASB, criminal activity and arrears. Some professionals felt there was a risk of 
intentionality decisions being communicated informally to people sleeping rough as a way of putting 
them off accessing services.

"I would be really interested to see how intentionality decisions are recorded for rough 
sleepers, I suspect that these messages are given informally rather than formally to put 
people off" - Stakeholder

Local connection

Under Welsh legislation, local authorities must accept an application and assess an applicant’s 
homelessness regardless of whether they have a local connection to that area. If the applicant is 
threatened with homeless the local authority should work with them to help to prevent homelessness. 
However, if the household is actually homeless and doesn’t have a local connection to that area, the 
local authority can refer the applicant to a different authority where the applicant does have a local 
connection. The authority must be satisfied that the applicant would not be at risk of abuse from that 
area.

In order to refer to another authority, the authority must be satisfied that the applicant would be owed 
a ‘duty to help to secure’ under section 73 of the Housing (Wales) Act and that they are in priority need 
and unintentionally homeless. 

In deciding whether a person has a local connection with its area the council will look at whether they 
live or have family or work connections to the area or have a connection due to special circumstances. 

You only need to fit into one category in order to have a local connection.

The council is not allowed to send you to another area if you don’t have a local connection with any 
other area or if you are at risk of abuse in the only area you have a connection with.

Local connection was a significant issue for people sleeping rough and there was evidence that it was 
sometimes being applied and considered immediately as people were presenting as homeless. 

It was particularly problematic for areas with prisons nearby. Many prison leavers said they were found 
to not have a local connection. There was a feeling from professionals that there is a myth among the 
prison population that there’s a better chance of being re-housed in Wales than in England. However, 
this was not experienced by any of the participants.
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"I don’t really have a connection anywhere. I have been homeless for years and travel 
around because no-one will help me" - Person sleeping rough

As well as people who had fallen foul of these gaps in the legislation, there were many others who 
hadn’t made a formal application because of the belief that these decisions would be made and would 
restrict their access to assistance.

This was compounded by a lack of accurate knowledge of the legislation among some professionals 
within the sector (but not in decision-making roles). Some professionals were providing advice to 
people sleeping rough on a casual basis that was based on misinformation and a misunderstanding of 
the legislation. 

This was not a formal part of their role although they were working directly with people sleeping rough 
on a regular and intensive basis.

‘Well, local connection means that you have to live in area for five years to have a local 
connection there’ - Professional

‘They want to live here because their mum or dad live in this area but they themselves 
haven’t been living here so they don’t have local connection, their parents do’                 
- Professional

Lack of clarity

People told us that when they’d received a decision from Housing Options, often they didn’t know what 
the next stage of the process was or where to go for further assistance or independent advice. 

Even if such information was included in letters from Housing Options, it often wasn’t understood. This 
was generally due to the language and content of the letters being confusing and unclear. Referrals to 
other services often depended on the individual making contact and booking appointments themselves.

‘It’s so difficult to remember appointments when you’re street homeless. You’re living 
hour to hour just trying to survive’ - Person sleeping rough

In general the system is complex to a degree that you have to be well-informed, organised and confident 
enough to manage and push your application through. 

Personal issues, particularly around literacy along with the stressful and chaotic nature of rough sleeping, 
mean that the system requires a level of capability that is often beyond people who are sleeping rough. 

There were examples of people being given forms by Housing Solutions to fill in despite being unable 
to read or write and told to ask elsewhere for help filling them in.

'I have to wait for my letters; I don’t open them because I’m scared of what they’re 
going to say. I don’t know what they mean, and it’s scary. Everything is an "I don’t 
know”’ - Person sleeping rough
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Accessing Support
Unmet Needs
Nearly every person we spoke to reported having a support need of some description. 

Most prevalent was a mental health issue coupled with a substance misuse issue: this is often known 
as ‘dual diagnosis’. However, it was not always clear whether people had actually received an official 
diagnosis of a mental health condition. 

People frequently reported reluctance from GPs to formally diagnose. Symptoms were instead 
attributed to substance misuse. Commonly reported mental health conditions were psychosis, paranoid 
schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD).

‘I was out of control and didn’t know that I was mentally really ill because of my 
addictions. I needed help on the streets but couldn’t find the strength to sort out a GP’   
- Person sleeping rough

Professionals also felt there to be a complete gap in the response to people experiencing both issues. 
People working in substance misuse felt that it is incredibly difficult to treat and get someone to address 
their substance misuse when they have an underlying, undiagnosed and untreated mental health 
condition. Likewise, those in the field of mental health said that substance misuse can mask or skew 
the symptoms of a mental health condition.

One of the biggest issues raised both by people sleeping rough and professionals is the lack of 
appropriate services equipped to address and manage the issue of dual diagnosis.

‘Dual diagnosis should be seen more as a mitigating factor and landlords, social and 
private, should be more understanding and tolerant considering the lack of detox and 
rehab places’ - Professional

There was also a proportion of people sleeping rough whom the research team suspected may have an 
undiagnosed or undisclosed condition which would require specialist care such as autism, and Alcohol 
Related Brain Damage (ARBD). Existing research would suggest that the prevalence of both conditions 
is higher within the rough sleeping population.

Professionals also reported concern at the number of people sleeping rough who have severe learning 
difficulties and specialist needs.

‘Tri-morbidity is very evident…so mental health, physical health and substance misuse. 
Now what we’re seeing is people with very complicated mental health, increasing 
numbers with learning disabilities…and they have really complicated substance misuse 
issues’ - Professional

There were also a significant number of people who had poor physical health. Common issues included 
emphysema, ulcers and epilepsy. There were also people who had HIV and hepatitis C who were 
unable to access treatment because they did not have an address. 

Access to services in general was problematic as most had to go via an appointment-based system 
which didn’t work with the chaos of people’s lives on the street.

‘I have Hep C and HIV but I can’t have any treatment for this unless I am housed…I 
self-harm regularly and I’ve tried to commit suicide on several occasions. I have severe 
depression and anxiety with psychosis’ - Person sleeping rough
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People described waiting times for assessment, diagnosis and treatment that were far too long. For 
example the waiting times for a prescription for methadone varied from 12 to 26 weeks. Professionals 
described their frustration with this as they felt that people with an addiction usually have a short 
window of time where they feel capable of addressing their addiction and if you fail to respond quickly 
you miss the opportunity.

‘If someone wants to go on a script I think they’ve got to look at the wider picture. 
You’ve got the costs to the courts, hospitals, ambulances, and the police. You’ve 
got massive knock on cost…if people want to go on a script then just put them on a  
script…it’s fundamental to everything’ - Professional

Many people sleeping rough felt that their priority was getting clean. Different people had different 
ideas about the best way to do so. Some felt that until they had addressed their addiction they would 
not cope with the responsibility of being in a property and that detox or residential rehabilitation was 
needed. Others felt that having a home was the first step in getting clean and sober. Many attributed 
their drug use to coping with life on the streets and felt that sleeping rough only intensified their usage.

‘Living on the streets is just not conducive to sobriety’ - Person sleeping rough

During the research there was intense focus on the widespread and growing use of NPS such as Spice 
and Mamba. Professionals emphasised that when people were using these substances they were 
particularly difficult to work with and behaved in extreme ways from being ‘zombie–like’ to extremely 
aggressive and violent. The inconsistent and erratic nature of these substances meant that professionals 
felt ill-equipped to manage people who were under their influence.

‘I need support to do anything; I can’t see myself doing anything other than dying at  
the moment’ - Person sleeping rough

‘Ex-prisoners who just don’t cope with the first 48 hours on release, if they aren’t 
helped by the council, they immediately start using drugs…they are just set up to       
fail and the circle starts again’ - Professional

Many people sleeping rough reported using NPS to cope with the conditions on the streets, particularly 
the cold. They also frequently reported wanting to be numb to their situations and lives. The effects of 
these substances meant that they had hours of oblivion. 

Many felt that the cheap cost and availability of these substances were driving their popularity. It is really 
important to note, however, that many people expressed feelings of utter desperation to break away 
from this cycle and get clean from drugs and alcohol.

‘I would like to be off these streets…you can’t imagine how cold it’s been…we use 
mamba to numb everything so time passes quickly…we don’t want to know what’s 
happening, we want silence, peace, death even’ - Person sleeping rough

‘It’s cheaper than cannabis, it’s stronger, and it just blocks it all out. You don’t think 
about your problems’ - Person sleeping rough

‘At the moment I just want to get off my head, basically. It’s been a year next month 
since my girlfriend died. That’s the thing, I think I’m getting my shit together and then 
something will happen and – boom’ - Person sleeping rough

Many people felt they needed residential rehabilitation. Professionals also cited a need for an increase 
in the availability of residential rehabilitation. However, upon further exploration it became apparent that 
at least some existing provision is under-used and often operating with voids.
 



In other words, there are people who are currently street homeless and in need of residential rehabilitation 
but who are not being assisted to access services, even when there is spare capacity. There is no clear 
reason as to why but professionals suspected a few key factors:

• Referrals into residential rehabilitation need to originate from social services or the NHS.However, 
homelessness services can request that social services carry out a community care assessment. 
Professionals felt there were not enough referrals of this type, and also that it took extreme crisis for 
the NHS to refer somebody.

• The cost of residential treatment is expensive compared to community treatment 

• The prevailing feeling is that community treatment is more effective as people recover in their home 
environment which removes the need for resettlement.

Moving on from an institution

‘There’s a lack of housing for people straight out of detox to give them the best chance 
to stay clean. You still have to go and present as homeless like everybody else, and 
maybe engage with people that you used to before, and get sucked back into that…
there needs to be longer sustainable aftercare for people because the important bit is 
when you come out’ - Professional

Resettlement from an institution (such as hospitals, prisons or children’s homes) emerged as a huge issue 
for participants. We heard evidence that pathways into, out of and between services are dysfunctional 
and ineffective for this group. 

These failures of services to act in a joined-up way are key causes of homelessness and rough sleeping 
and can be the first step into a lifetime of insecure housing for some people. 

There is obviously a high human cost of these failures, but there is also likely to be a significant financial 
cost to services that have to respond to situations of crisis and invest resources into preparing a person 
for independent living, only for them to slip through the net.

Below are some case studies which highlight these experiences.

Recent research found:

• 16% of people sleeping rough in Wales have previously been in care 

• 42% of people sleeping rough in Wales have previously been in custody 

• 20% of people sleeping rough in Wales have previously been discharged 
from hopsital to no fixed abode

 

Source: analysis of 2 week National Rough Sleeper Count Questionnaires: 
November 2017. Welsh Local Government Association.
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Tristan's Story
After a period of homelessness and rough sleeping, Tristan was admitted into hospital for treatment and 
from there referred into a detox facility to address his addiction to heroin and crack cocaine. 

He spent a number of weeks as an in-patient and had treatment for his physical issues. He also began 
work to address his psychological and emotional issues. He felt extremely hopeful after the treatment 
and expected to be accommodated in a supported and ‘dry’ environment. 

However, after presenting to the Housing Solutions service he was offered emergency accommodation in 
a project that was well known to have widespread drug use. Tristan wanted to refuse the accommodation 
but felt that he was equally at risk of being exposed to drugs if he slept rough so he accepted the offer. 

He was given no information or advice about how long he would have to wait for a supported housing 
offer or placement in a dry house. After three nights in emergency accommodation he relapsed and has 
been homeless and sleeping rough for the year since leaving detox.

‘My head is gone. It’s hectic always making money, scoring, making money, scoring, it’s 
constant and takes over. So I can’t keep appointments. I had a room in a hostel…then 
they sent me to rehab and I was saying to them in there, “Where am I going to go?” 
and they said, “Well, back to your room in the hostel” where I have already got a million 
addicts around me’ - Tristan

Alex's Story
Alex lived in care as a child and had multiple children’s home and foster placements. Before he left care 
he committed an offence and received a custodial sentence. During this time he became an adult and 
was therefore no longer under social services. 

He was released from prison with no support or resettlement work and became homeless.

In 19 years he has only spent a total of 22 months out of prison, all of which he spent homeless. 
His most recent conviction was for a crime related to substance misuse: during his time in prison he 
detoxed and recovered from his addiction. 

Upon release he was offered emergency accommodation which he refused due to the fear of exposure 
to drugs. He began sleeping rough, and within six weeks he was recalled to prison for breach of licence 
because he refused accommodation. 

He was again released, and again offered emergency accommodation, which he again refused and is 
now sleeping rough. 

He is likely to be recalled again as he has again breached his licence.

‘I need normality. I don’t know what a normal life is. I’ve never had a normal life, for 
19 years of my life I’ve been out of jail 22 months in 19 years. All I’ve ever known is 
institutionalised life, and I’ve come out of jail into a hostel which is another type of 
institutionalisation. These hostels are just open jails; apart from we’ve got women there'  
- Alex



Ellie's Story
When we first spoke to Ellie she was 17 years old, in care and had a care order. She had accommodation 
via Social Services. 

Ellie was in a relationship with Lewis, a 23-year-old who was also a care leaver from an area in England. 
Ellie was not staying in her accommodation as Lewis was unable to stay with her, and he made her feel 
incredibly guilty when she did. 

There were high levels of domestic abuse and physical violence. Lewis also had Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder and an active drug addiction.

Ellie’s social worker worked with Ellie to secure her accommodation in the private rented sector. However, 
Ellie and Lewis were allowing younger children in care to stay at their flat despite being warned not to 
by the social worker. There were also issues with ASB and eventually they lost the tenancy.

Ellie and Lewis were sleeping rough for a year before Ellie turned 18. Prior to her becoming 18 she was 
advised that new supported accommodation had been found for her, but again Lewis would be unable 
to attend. Ellie refused the accommodation. 

On her moving day she did not turn up to collect her belongings and they were put into storage. She 
also lost her bed in the new accommodation. 

Ellie’s social worker now is unsure of where Ellie is staying and has little and irregular contact with her. 
Ellie is likely to be sleeping rough and still be experiencing abuse from Lewis. 

‘I loved my flat; it was lush, like a proper home. I loved cleaning it and making it all nice.  
I hate sleeping out; I just want a home again’ - Ellie

Trauma
Recently there has been a movement in Wales towards developing trauma-informed services in order 
to provide psychologically informed environments. 

Trauma informed services recognise, understand and respond appropriately to the effects of trauma. 
They focus on the physical, psychological and emotional safety of people who have experienced trauma 
and they help to rebuild a sense of control and empowerment. 

Much of this work has been spurred on by Public Health Wales’ work around Adverse Childhood 
Experiences (ACEs).

We found that although professionals felt they already understood these concepts, there was still 
evidence of some not taking potential ACEs into account in their attitudes. 

There was also evidence that some professionals did recognise the importance of addressing these 
issues. However, more often than not, even though professionals recognised the impact of trauma 
on people sleeping rough their responses and actions didn’t reflect the principles of trauma informed 
practice. 

It was felt that the system itself doesn’t support the approach – for example, by requiring people to 
undertake a lot of reasonable steps to resolve their homelessness themselves, even though they lacked 
the capacity to do so.
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‘Some stories clients tell us will be that they’ve been abused and they’re not coping with 
their life. They didn’t receive counselling or support early enough and now they’re living 
that life constantly and trying to block it by drinking and using drugs…by then, things go 
wrong in their life…the build-up of all the bad events. Until they address that nothing’s 
going to change’ - Professional

We asked people who were sleeping rough about their childhoods and particularly ACEs and the 
findings were astounding.

Nearly every person we spoke to disclosed numerous ACEs. A significant number had experienced 
sexual abuse as a child, which reflects feedback from professionals in substance misuse services 
who often found that sexual abuse was a common factor for their clients.

The 35 people sleeping rough were the parents of approximately 31 children.

‘I had all ACEs. I was sexually abused from a very young age, physically abused, verbally 
abused’  - Person sleeping rough

‘My dad was an alcoholic and used to beat us up as kids. I was made to feel guilty when 
my parents separated as being the cause due to my unruly behaviour, but I had ADHD’   
- Person sleeping rough

‘I experienced them all. My stepfather sexually abused me from the age of 11 onwards. 
There was also emotional and physical abuse from my mum who was an alcoholic’         
- Person sleeping rough

‘All of them (ACEs). I was burnt with cigarettes from being three weeks old. I still have 
the scars across my body’ - Person sleeping rough

‘Dad was an alcoholic and he was violent towards me from the age of two. I had a belt 
buckle smashed into my head. He would come home from the pub…and beat fuck out 
of us…my mum was useless, I don’t know why she had us, she gambled all our money 
away’ - Person sleeping rough

Most people recognised the profound impact these experiences had on their lives as adults:

‘Severely affected my mental wellbeing, leading me to develop addiction issues, drop 
out of uni, relationship breakdown and I’m now homeless as a result’ - Person sleeping 
rough

‘I was depressed…I am now the victim of DV from my ex-partner who is in prison so it’s 
a vicious cycle of abuse’ - Person sleeping rough

‘It affected my mental health, pushed me to self- medicate on cocaine which led to 
relationship breakdown and ultimately my homelessness’ - Person sleeping rough

‘Seriously affected my mental health, depression and then I just couldn’t cope with my 
everyday affairs unless I was off my head’ - Person sleeping rough

‘The violence I experienced from my stepfather and witnessed my mother go through 
from him made me very angry. I started using cannabis and alcohol from a young age’    
- Person sleeping rough
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Rough sleeping and enforcement

People described being re-traumatised by negative experiences with agencies including housing, police 
and health. 

Among the numerous experiences we heard of were interactions with police and local authority 
enforcement officers. People reported feeling that they were treated in a way that led to them being 
less than human and many went as far as to say like ‘scum’. 

These interactions often involved use of enforcement powers such as dispersal orders under section 
35 of the Anti-Social Behaviour Crime and Policing Act 2014, as well as confiscation of possessions 
such as tents and sleeping bags.

For example:

• One man was banned from the city centre on Christmas Eve, which meant he had to miss 
Christmas dinner and in fact had nothing to eat on Christmas Day 

• One woman told us that her tent and her belongings were confiscated, which included personal 
items such as her baby’s hospital wristband, baby photos and her own birth certificate 

• Another woman told us that her tent had been cleared away by park rangers leaving her with no 
possessions apart from her pyjamas, thin coat and trainers 

• Several people told us they had been given section 35 orders for nothing more than ‘looking 
homeless’ as they walked down the street.
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People’s stories: in their own words
People who were sleeping rough wanted other people to understand what they had been through and 
how it had affected them. Below are two people’s stories, told in their own words, with the aim that the 
public will think twice when they see homeless people.

Cerys' Story
Hi, I am Cerys, I am 23 years old. When I was a child I lived with my mum and dad but they both 
had drug and alcohol problems and went into prison when I was young and I had to go into care. 

I experienced all of those ACEs. I was really unhappy in care and used to run away from homes 
and foster homes from the age of 13. I got in with a bad crowd and started drinking and using 
drugs. 

I sometimes met with older men to get money for drugs so was basically a prostitute - well, I still 
am.

I became homeless about five years ago when I lost the house I had been given after leaving care. 
I was 18 at the time and didn’t appreciate the impact of my behaviour on my neighbours and it 
was like a continual party. 

I was evicted because people kept coming into my home and trashing it, but I couldn’t really 
keep them away. I think if I’d had better support when I was in that property I wouldn’t have lost it 
because I had no parents to guide me or advise me and I barely saw my leaving care worker. 

I ended up going to prison aged 19 because I was dealing and using class A drugs. When I came 
out I kept being put in different hostels but now they just roll their eyes at me and tell me to go 
and look in the private sector, but no one will take me because of my reputation. 

Life is really hard right now. I have depression, anxiety, paranoia and psychosis.

I am always in and out of abusive relationships, usually with older men who take advantage 
because they know I have nowhere to go. I have been hospitalised because of domestic abuse. I 
am on a methadone script but am topping up with heroin as it’s not enough for me to be able to 
cope in these conditions. 

I’m dirty all the time living like this. I’m cold, depressed and have OD’d several times. 

I think I need to go to rehab, somewhere I can stay and sort myself out and then have my own flat. 
I’d like to get in contact with my parents again and maybe go to college to do hair and beauty. I 
think I might need a support worker who understands and goes above and beyond because they 
love their job. 

I know this sounds a bit stupid but I would just like the basic things like being able to have a 
shower, hot food, someone to talk to that I trust. So many agencies promise so much but it never 
happens. Instead I’ve been spat on, kicked and the police are no better, they just want us out of 
view so that snooty middle class people don’t have to see the poverty and appalling conditions 
we are living in. 

We are supposed to be a caring society, what is going on? Out of sight, out of mind, I suppose.
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Michael's Story
My name is Michael. I am 46 years old and have been homeless for almost 18 years now.
 
I became homeless when my marriage broke down with my wife. It was my fault really. 

We lived together with our five kids but I was drinking too much and she was gambling; there was 
some domestic abuse and eventually we had no money left and the kids were all taken into care. 

I would have got a grip of myself as I had such an unhappy childhood, full of all sorts of abuse. I 
experienced all the ACEs, it was a terrible childhood and I went into care but it was equally as bad 
there. 

They didn’t care about me just wanted the money for fostering, so I ran away.
 
The impact of my childhood on my mental health was massive really, I became violent as I just 
resented everybody; I ended up in prison due to it. 

My mental health is still really bad, I am a paranoid schizophrenic and self-harm and have tried to 
commit suicide a number of times. 

It’s hard to get help because I just don’t remember appointments. I need someone to help me, 
someone I can really trust and who I know won’t give up on me. So many people have given up 
on me but they just don’t understand what I have to go through just to survive and not completely 
lose the plot. 

All I am good at right now is taking alcohol and drugs so that I’m numb all the time and time 
passes quickly. I don’t have to think about the here and now or whether I’ll survive the night. 

I just want a home or to be dead, I’ve had enough, no one helps no one really cares or 
understands what I have been through. I don’t know why I was ever born. 

People on the streets are cold, desperate and forgotten; I think they want us to die. How can 
we respect the law and stay out of prison when we are treated with such a lack of any sense of 
humanity?
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Professional attitudes
One of the most unexpected themes to emerge from our study related to professional attitudes. 
Although we heard evidence of many positive and person-centred attitudes, we also found evidence of 
moral judgements, personal opinions and gatekeeping among some people working within the housing 
and homelessness sector.
 
During the ethnographic element of the study there were numerous occasions when we heard some 
professionals making generalised, sweeping statements that demonised people who were sleeping 
rough on the streets. 

What was of more concern was that there appeared to be a sense of normality to statements like these, 
being made in quite public settings, with no awareness that these opinions were outdated, unethical 
and incorrect.

Sometimes these attitudes were voiced by people who had key roles working with street homeless 
people. In essence, what this means is that some decisions are being made about assistance for 
entrenched rough sleepers by professionals who have an entrenched cynicism and mistrust of the 
people they are responsible to help and support. 

This mistrust stood out as particularly stark among other professional attitudes that put trust and 
relationship-building first.

There were a few areas where these attitudes were particularly evident:

Substance misuse: Some professionals, including those with lengthy experience, described substance 
misuse as a ‘lifestyle choice’ rather than an illness and failed to really understand the dynamics of 
addiction. 

These professionals were making moral judgements and deeming people as ‘liars’ and ‘manipulative’ 
due to their behaviours which are directly related to their addiction. Mental health was often being 
missed or masked by substance misuse and therefore professionals weren’t giving enough attention to 
the extent of an individual’s level of vulnerability.

‘Housing officials have a lack of understanding and compassion towards those that 
have addiction issues, lack understanding of reasons for this addiction such as ACEs’             
- Professional

Throughout the interviews some professionals constantly referred to begging as being a cause of rough 
sleeping – something which people actually sleeping rough disputed. 

They admitted that their addictions were extreme and that they were constantly concerned about 
raising enough money to fund it. However, they all felt that their addictions were absolutely not going to 
improve while they were sleeping rough, as for most it was a coping mechanism. 

Furthermore, we met a significant proportion of people who were begging not to fund addictions but to 
pay for accommodation in bed and breakfast because the emergency and temporary accommodation 
was either inaccessible or inadequate. 

These experiences were totally dismissed by some professionals who continued to perpetuate the idea 
that most people sleeping rough had chosen to do so because begging was so lucrative, rather than 
as a symptom of illness. 

‘The biggest problem is the money, the hard cash side of things, begging. People will 
sleep rough on the city streets because it is profitable to beg and it feeds their habit’      
- Professional
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‘I just need to raise £15 for a B&B tonight and at least I know I’ll be dry and warm’          
- Person sleeping rough

‘All I’m worried about is scoring. I do beg, but I need to score to cope with being on 
these streets…I’ve had enough, I just wish it would all be over’ - Person sleeping rough

Exclusions: Many people we spoke to had extensive histories of homelessness and rough sleeping. 
Many had received support and accommodation from a number of providers over the years, and many 
people had been excluded from numerous services for a range of reasons. 

These individuals were being cast as problematic, challenging, ‘high risk’, and beyond help. As a 
result, these people struggled to access assistance and support. They tended to exist on the fringes of 
services and were trapped in a revolving door of rough sleeping.

‘Many are unable or in the past have been unable to cope living in temporary 
accommodation as they don’t have the life skills. This doesn’t work in their favour as the 
council seem to have little tolerance and they soon get a reputation for non-compliance’ 
- Professional

There was a feeling that the use of risk assessments is a part of the problem here. In some cases, 
people were being deemed ‘high risk’ because of old risk assessments that were as many as ten years 
old. Some professionals felt that the language of risk assessment was inherently ‘othering’ – but in 
many cases, the use of risk assessments was required by commissioners.

Relationships: There were challenges reported by many rough sleepers and some professionals when 
working with Housing Options and homelessness teams. 

Some felt that certain officers did little to foster and develop positive and trusting relationships with 
people who were sleeping rough. They reported some staff as being more focussed on trying to catch 
someone out and trip them up than actually trying to resolve their homelessness and help. 

‘The housing personnel seem to often show subjective issues with those who are 
presenting as homeless. They seem to have little understanding of the many complex 
reasons why people become homeless in the first place and just seem to enjoy exerting 
their authority over very vulnerable people…it must be the managers who are held 
accountable as they appoint the people into the roles’ - Professional

This was echoed by people who are sleeping rough, who felt it was an important part of the barrier that 
prevents people from making an application and following that through.

‘I just can’t face them [Housing Options]. They don’t want to help and are very rude’       
- Person sleeping rough

Language: The language used by some professionals to talk about people who are sleeping rough can 
be questionable. 

We heard evidence of a persistent element of blame being put on the individual: professionals assuming 
that they are lying or trying to manipulate the system, describing them in ways which lead to them being 
‘othered’. 

This is a worrying and dangerous trend which, if left unchallenged or improved, is likely to have an 
influence on public opinion.  This is unacceptable in a sector that is directly funded with resources that 
aim to support and empower people and place the individual’s needs at the centre of their support. 
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‘They don’t want to know…looking down their nose at me…no respect or understanding 
of the conditions…we are living in’ - Person sleeping rough

Frustration: Negative attitudes towards people sleeping rough appeared to be influenced professionals’ 
own frustration at their situations, particularly due to resources and commissioning practices. 

People reported feeling underpaid, overworked, undervalued and having to do more for less. It was 
felt that commissioning frameworks have created a competitive environment which is detrimental to 
partnership working and innovation. 

Many providers felt that due to short-term funding their main focus had become fighting for survival for 
their core services. Softer services, offering learning and social opportunities, have been reduced – in 
some instances professionals felt that temporary accommodation is ‘warehousing’ people. 

The lack of move-on accommodation is a huge barrier, leading to long stays in hostels. Housing staff 
reported feeling as though they were not respected or valued by health professionals and social workers 
in particular. 

They felt their expertise was often dismissed, and that if remedied this would speed referrals and 
access to treatment up considerably. 

‘Sometimes I think that with the way services are run we do more harm than good’         
- Professional

‘You’re more worried about “oh this person needs to move on now” and you’re not 
really thinking about what is sustainable for them…those are the guidelines that we’ve 
got to work under’ - Professional

Conclusion
This report is based on conversations with people who are currently street homeless. By definition, 
these are the people for whom the current system is not working effectively. 

What has emerged is a stark picture, but it is not the whole picture and that is important. There are 
many people in Wales for whom the system has worked well, but that’s a different question for a 
different research study.

There’s a lot of evidence out there about the value of Housing First, assertive outreach and other 
interventions that are in use worldwide to end rough sleeping. 

By contrast, there isn’t much evidence about the current hostel system and one of our recommendations 
is that this needs to be understood too.

The street homeless people who took part in our study described to us what it’s like to try to work with 
a system that is often inaccessible and inflexible. 

People are literally trapped on the streets, partly by their own ill health and partly by the inability of 
services to reach out and offer the right kind of help.

Street homelessness is indeed complex and every person had a unique story to tell. However, what 
was striking was that almost everyone said they wanted the same thing: a good home.
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Different people had different ideas about what a good home would be like, and the level of support 
they’d need to get there and stay there. But for everyone we spoke to there was a considerable gap 
between what they needed, and what services we're offering.

So why has street homelessness increased so much in recent years? Again, this was a complex 
question but some clear indications did emerge. 

We spoke to many people who had come out of prison straight into street homelessness. Often people 
had managed to get clean during prison but once they were on the streets were struggling to keep off 
substances. In some cases people were then being recalled to prison simply because they didn’t have 
an address. This strongly suggests that the removal of priority need status for prison leavers in 2015 
has been a contributing factor.

We also identified that austerity and welfare cuts have reduced people’s resilience. Many people 
told us they became homeless after the failure of a shared tenancy: having been placed in shared 
accommodation because that’s all they could afford under the local housing allowance freeze, they 
were simply unable to make it work.

Many people were already in a vulnerable state prior to austerity, dealing with the consequences of 
childhood trauma and mental health problems. What austerity has done is to weaken the system’s 
response to homelessness in two ways: by cutting public spending so that services have had to become 
less responsive to people’s needs; and by slashing housing benefit, thereby freezing people out of large 
sections of the housing market. 

People who were already vulnerable have found themselves less likely to get the help they need to 
avoid crisis. In this way, the pathway from homelessness to street homelessness has been reinforced 
by welfare cuts and the austerity agenda.

What this means for services is more demand, more pressure, and more risk of compassion fatigue. 
Our conversations with people who are street homeless have illuminated a world of disjointed services, 
judgemental attitudes, unrealistic expectations, and even outright victimisation. 

People described being banned from supported accommodation for breaking rules that could reasonably 
be characterised as rigid and unfair. In some cases this was clearly because people had been given the 
wrong type of accommodation in the first place.

The trouble with these failed placements is that they lead all too easily to people gaining a reputation 
locally and being deemed too difficult to work with. In order to make decisions about placements, 
some providers are using risk assessments that are up to ten years old – in essence, holding people to 
account for old behaviours and depriving them of the ability to move on with their lives. 

We spoke to people who said they needed to be in dry accommodation away from alcohol and drugs, 
but providers were still typifying them as users and refusing to accept them on dry projects. This is 
wrong.

We heard that some parts of Wales have virtually no access to emergency accommodation, while 
others have accommodation that some people can’t use for a variety of valid reasons including fear, 
and the need to stay away from drugs. 

In these cases people have no option other than to bed down on the street – and when they do, they 
are vulnerable not only to attacks by the public but also to enforcement action by police and local 
authority rangers. 

Some of the most shocking stories we heard were of people having their few possessions confiscated, 
and being banned from areas of the city where vital services are located. These incidents served to 
further break down relationships of trust between people and services.
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Different people had different ideas about what a good home would be like, and the level of support 
they’d need to get there and stay there. But for everyone we spoke to there was a considerable gap 
between what they needed, and what services we're offering.

So why has street homelessness increased so much in recent years? Again, this was a complex 
question but some clear indications did emerge. 

We spoke to many people who had come out of prison straight into street homelessness. Often 
people had managed to get clean during prison but once they were on the streets were struggling 
to keep off substances. In some cases people were then being recalled to prison simply because 
they didn’t have an address. This strongly suggests that the removal of priority need status for prison 
leavers in 2015 has been a contributing factor.

We also identified that austerity and welfare cuts have reduced people’s resilience. Many people 
told us they became homeless after the failure of a shared tenancy: having been placed in shared 
accommodation because that’s all they could afford under the local housing allowance freeze, they 
were simply unable to make it work.

Many people were already in a vulnerable state prior to austerity, dealing with the consequences of 
childhood trauma and mental health problems. What austerity has done is to weaken the system’s 
response to homelessness in two ways: by cutting public spending so that services have had 
to become less responsive to people’s needs; and by slashing housing benefit, thereby freezing 
people out of large sections of the housing market. People who were already vulnerable have 
found themselves less likely to get the help they need to avoid crisis. In this way, the pathway from 
homelessness to street homelessness has been reinforced by welfare cuts and the austerity agenda.

What this means for services is more demand, more pressure, and more risk of compassion fatigue. 
Our conversations with people who are street homeless have illuminated a world of disjointed 
services, judgemental attitudes, unrealistic expectations, and even outright victimisation. People 
described being banned from supported accommodation for breaking rules that could reasonably be 
characterised as rigid and unfair. In some cases this was clearly because people had been given the 
wrong type of accommodation in the first place.

The trouble with these failed placements is that they lead all too easily to people gaining a reputation 
locally and being deemed too difficult to work with. In order to make decisions about placements, 
some providers are using risk assessments that are up to ten years old – in essence, holding people 
to account for old behaviours and depriving them of the ability to move on with their lives. We 
spoke to people who said they needed to be in dry accommodation away from alcohol and drugs, 
but providers were still typifying them as users and refusing to accept them on dry projects. This is 
wrong.

We heard that some parts of Wales have virtually no access to emergency accommodation, while 
others have accommodation that some people can’t use for a variety of valid reasons including fear, 
and the need to stay away from drugs. In these cases people have no option other than to bed down 
on the street – and when they do, they are vulnerable not only to attacks by the public but also to 
enforcement action by police and local authority rangers. Some of the most shocking stories we 
heard were of people having their few possessions confiscated, and being banned from areas of the 
city where vital services are located. These incidents served to further break down relationships of 
trust between people and services.

Many people we spoke to had active substance issues. Substances were often seen as a way of 
coping both with mental health problems – often stemming from acute childhood trauma – and with 
the physical demands of life on the streets. But not all the homelessness professionals we spoke to 
understood that substance misuse is an illness and not a lifestyle choice. 
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Many people we spoke to had active substance issues. Substances were often seen as a way of 
coping both with mental health problems – often stemming from acute childhood trauma – and with 
the physical demands of life on the streets. But not all the homelessness professionals we spoke to 
understood that substance misuse is an illness and not a lifestyle choice. 

Pathways between homelessness services and drug treatment seem weak: in one area we spoke to 
numerous people desperate for treatment, while at the same time there was spare capacity in a local 
residential rehab centre.

We found that legislation is creating a real and perceived barrier. Partly this is due to the continued 
existence of the priority need test: many people have been told they’re not priority, and others are 
assuming that their single status means they’ll be rejected by services.

Although Welsh law states that homeless people should still be given ‘help to secure accommodation’ 
even if they’re not priority need, in reality we have found that many street homeless people are not 
getting a reasonable level of help. 

Unrealistic requests to provide ID and various documents were often preventing people getting past the 
first hurdle. The legislation gives local authorities up to 56 days to help to secure accommodation, but 
the people we spoke to have found it impossible to stick with the system for this length of time. Most 
people had no idea where their application was, or even if it was still current.

The way forward
The findings from this study echo a growing body of robust international evidence in ‘what works’ 
to help people sleeping rough. What is needed is a much swifter, more assertive, and more person-
centred response from services. 

The focus needs to be on getting people into a good home with the right support as quickly as possible. 
‘Staircasing’ people from the street into hostels and from there into move-on accommodation does 
work for a proportion of people, but there are too many others who end up falling off the staircase and 
back into homelessness, with even fewer options available to them than before.

Many of our recommendations are aimed at fast-tracking street homeless people through the system 
to enable them to get into permanent accommodation and to access the right treatment and support 
much quicker than they can at present. We advocate a national roll-out of Housing First as the default 
approach for people with complex unmet needs, and we advocate the ending of the priority need test 
for street homeless people.

We are also recommending that a wide range of services – including our own independent advice 
services – look at how accessible they really are for people who are street homeless. As a result of this 
study, Shelter Cymru is looking to implement a number of changes to introduce street advocacy, so 
that street homeless people can get legal representation.

Our findings suggest that the support that is currently available is greatly appreciated by people sleeping 
rough. They described tenancy support as being a protective factor in preventing homelessness and 
often felt that good quality support would have prevented their own homelessness. 

Current Welsh Government plans to remove the ring fence and protection for Supporting People 
budgets run the risk of massively undermining the prevention agenda and creating further rises in rough 
sleeping.

But at the same time we do need to make some changes in Supporting People services. It can’t be 
acceptable that we have people who are street homeless simply because there are no local supported 
projects for couples, or people with pets.



Finally, we recommend that Wales as a nation needs to become more compassionate in how we relate 
to street homeless people. 

The growing awareness of Adverse Childhood Experiences and childhood trauma is beginning to have 
a positive impact on how services work – but we need to step this up across the country, including 
among the public. 

Police and local authorities have a key role to play in leading public opinion – not victimising or penalising 
people but being supportive, and providing a positive example. It is wrong to criminalise people who are 
stuck living on the streets because they are ill.

We need to work towards ending rough sleeping, not managing it. Most people we spoke to felt that 
their homelessness was not inevitable; that if they’d had the right help at the right time, they could have 
avoided the crisis that led them to the streets. 

What has emerged very strongly during this study is that people who are street homeless need to be 
heard: all services must learn to do this properly, without cynicism or scepticism. 

The first step to ending rough sleeping is to listen to what people have to say. 

Compassion, empathy, and a shared determination to fit the system to the people and not the other 
way around – these are the assets that Wales can build on in the next stage of our journey to end the 
misery of homelessness.

Recommendations for providers of housing and housing-related services:

• All providers of housing and housing-related services have a role to play in ending rough sleeping. 
All providers should review their services to ensure they are truly accessible for people who are 
street homeless. 

• All providers should ensure that their staff are sufficiently aware of trauma informed practice and 
Adverse Childhood Experiences. Frontline staff and senior staff who have not already had ACEs 
training through the PATH project should be trained. 

• All professionals who work directly with people sleeping rough should be trained in the provisions 
of the Housing (Wales) Act 2014, including how to support people to apply for reviews of 
homelessness decisions. 

• Social landlords should actively cooperate with local authorities in addressing homelessness, 
including working to increase nominations from homelessness and getting involved in the roll-out 
of Housing First and other supported accommodation projects.

Recommendations for local authorities:

• Local authorities should work towards establishing Housing First schemes at scale so that 
Housing First becomes the default approach for street homeless people with complex unmet 
needs, supported by assertive outreach and personalised budgets.
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• Local authorities should ensure they accept a duty to assess homelessness without unnecessary 
requirements to produce ID and other documentation. They should be pro-active and flexible 
when considering accepting a duty to assess and ensure that people who may be homeless or at 
risk of homelessness are not being turned away at the first point of contact. 

• Local authority commissioners of Supporting People services should work closely with local 
homelessness teams to ensure that service gaps are addressed. Commissioners should ensure 
that people are not being unduly excluded because of restrictive policies on ‘house rules’ and risk 
assessment. 

• Local authorities that are not working in a multi-agency way to address the needs of people who 
are street homeless should consider doing so, referring to the Wrexham Crisis Café as an example 
of good practice.

• Local authorities should review their policies on removal of street homeless people’s possessions, 
ensuring that possessions are not removed unless they present an immediate danger to the public 
or have been abandoned. 

• Local authorities should exercise extreme caution in the enforcement of Public Space Protection 
Orders against people who are street homeless. Local authorities should monitor and report on 
numbers of dispersal notices issued. 

• Local authorities should ensure they are setting a good example to the public in how they work 
with people who are street homeless, modelling values of compassion and empathy.

Recommendations for Welsh Government:

• Welsh Government should ensure that responsibility for delivering the Welsh Government’s Rough 
Sleeping Action Plan is shared between the Minister for Housing and Regeneration and the 
Cabinet Secretary for Health and Social Services. 

• Welsh Government should immediately strengthen the Code of Guidance for Local Authorities 
on the Allocation of Accommodation and Homelessness to ensure that people who are street 
homeless are always treated as priority need. 

• Welsh Government should bring forward an Order under section 72 of the Housing (Wales) Act to 
specify that people who are street homeless are a priority need group. 

• Welsh Government should work in cooperation with the housing and homelessness sectors to 
develop a phased plan of action to abolish priority need entirely. 

• Welsh Government should take action to address the numbers of people becoming street 
homeless on release from prison. 

• Welsh Government should establish rapid referral pathways for street homeless people to quickly 
access drug and alcohol treatment and mental health treatment. Welsh Government should 
ensure that services are provided for dual diagnosis. 

• Welsh Government should work with police forces in Wales to agree principles for how police staff 
interact with street homeless people, including the use of body worn cameras.

• Local authorities should ensure they are setting a good example to the public in how they work with 
people who are street homeless, modelling values of compassion and empathy.
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• Welsh Government should commission further research to a) assess the effectiveness of hostels 
currently operating in Wales and small-scale supported accommodation projects; b) explore 
the experiences of people sleeping rough via mystery shopping exercises across Wales; and c) 
replicate this study in rural areas of Wales.



APPENDIX B 

Cardiff Council Scrutiny Committee January 21st, 2019 

Submission from United Welsh for the agenda item on homelessness 

·       An update on winter provision (particularly over the Christmas period). 

·       Are services fit for purpose? 

·       How the hostels work together – is it effective? 

·       Supported accommodation – how effective is it?  What kinds of support is on offer? 

·       Do people coming through the gateway get the support they need?   

·       For Members to understand the complexities of the service and the people that use it. 

 

United Welsh provides accommodation for homeless families (Adams Court), homeless individuals 
and couples (Oak House), second stage accommodation for individuals and couples (Prep Projects -
which provide support on a less intensive level for people not quite ready for independent move on) 
and floating support in partnership with the Salvation Army. 

We no longer have the capacity to provide emergency cold weather provision as we have converted 
the spaces we used into additional units: therefore, increasing year-round capacity. United Welsh 
however are willing to discuss how we can support any cold weather provision in the future. 

Oak House works closely with other frontline hostels and CCC to accommodate individuals (in a 
focused environment and on a short-term basis), who feel ready to move on to their own 
accommodation and seek employment. Close working with CCC also enabled us to receive a Welsh 
Government grant to employ a temporary worker at Oak House and Prep to develop links with the 
private rented sector. This pilot was so successful that United Welsh made this post permanent, this 
has enabled us to provide a more efficient move on from busy frontline hostels, via Oak House, to 
independent accommodation often in the private rented sector. 

Close working with CCC and frontline hostels also gave us the understanding of changing needs 
locally and our need to be flexible in our service delivery. With more couples in frontline hostels, and 
barriers for those with dogs, we changed our policy so that we now accommodate couples and those 
who have dogs at both Oak House and Prep. We have also added to the number of units (from 20 to 
27) at Oak House and we now have accessible self-contained ground floor units, which are also 
useful to accommodate individuals with dogs, keeping them away from those who may not wish to 
have contact with animals.   

We are willing to respond quickly to requests from the council thanks to our strong partnership 
working, even where these may be outside of our normal practices. For example, we recently agreed 
an appropriate plan and accepted an individual referral (rather than family) to Adams Court.  (Case 
study attached).  Adams Court evidences the close working relationship of CCC’s support team with 
United Welsh and the relatively smooth running of 73 family flats. United Welsh are currently 



building a community hall, adjacent to Adams Court, which will be used by the families, health 
professionals, community groups etc 

United Welsh staff participate in the homeless service providers forums which are useful for 
exchanging information with other providers as well as CCC. Generally, there is a good feeling of 
partnership working. Gateway also works well, although staff have asked if there is the need to go 
through Gateway frontline hostels if we are happy to directly accept appropriate service users with 
low needs when we have vacancies? Could there be a fast track option? Partnership work with other 
statutory agencies could also be improved, especially for those with complex needs using our 
services. It is important to recognise that our tenants can vary in how they feel and present in a 
short space of time, so we need to maintain and develop strong links with partner agencies and be 
responsive to one another. CCC are however proactive in trialling new initiatives to manage complex 
service users whilst recognising that people can also decline services. 

  

Janice Bell – Head of Specialist Housing and Supporting People 

Melanie Arnold – Team Leader Adams Court 
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COMMUNITY & ADULT SERVICES SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

21 JANUARY 2019

Present: Councillor McGarry(Chairperson)
Councillors Ahmed, Carter, Ebrahim, Goddard, Jenkins, 
Kelloway, Lent and Molik

53 :   APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

None received.  Councillor Carter advised that he would need to leave the meeting 
for a short time to attend another meeting.

54 :   DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

None received.

55 :   MINUTES 

The minutes of the meeting held on 9 January 2019 were agreed as a correct record 
and signed by the Chairperson.

56 :   TEMPORARY & SUPPORTED ACCOMMODATION - SINGLE PERSON'S 
GATEWAY 

The Chairperson advised Committee that the meeting had been arranged to hear 
from a range of service providers on temporary and supported accommodation in 
relation to the Single Persons Gateway.  

The focus of the meeting would be for Members to gain an understanding of the 
following issues: An update on winter provision (particularly over the Christmas 
period); Are services fit for purpose?; How the hostels work together – is it effective?; 
Supported accommodation – how effective is it?  What kind of support is on offer?; 
Do people coming through the gateway get the support they need?; For Members to 
understand the complexities of the service and the people that use it.

Members would hear from a range of representatives and to start proceedings, the 
Chairperson welcomed Councillor Lynda Thorne (Cabinet Member for Housing & 
Communities); Sarah McGill (Corporate Director, People & Communities); and Jane 
Thomas (Assistant Director, Housing & Communities)

The Chairperson read out an email she had received from former Councillor Eleanor 
Sanders explaining the service offered by the Churches Night Shelter as there was 
no representative at the meeting.  The email detailed that the Churches Night Shelter 
opened their doors just before Christmas would be open until the end of March, they 
are open in different churches every night from 8pm to 8am, with around 20 spaces 
available each night; in recent years they have worked more closely with the 
Council’s Outreach Team and one of their main aims is to try and move guests on to 
more permanent accommodation.

The Chairperson invited Councillor Thorne to make a statement in which she thanked 
Committee for the invitation to attend as part of its review of homelessness and the 

APPENDIX C
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Single Persons Gateway.  She added that Members would be aware that 
homelessness is a complex issue and many clients who use the single person’s 
gateway have challenging issues including mental health, substance misuse and 
offending behaviour.

Councillor Thorne considered Cardiff to be very lucky to have a range of supported 
accommodation options, provided both by the Council directly and by a range of very 
committed partners.  However, the numbers coming into services and the increasing 
complexity of clients is putting pressure on those services.  There is a need to review 
Cardiff’s provision to make sure that it does meet the needs of the clients and the 
Scrutiny review comes at an opportune time, ahead of the recommissioning of some 
of the single person gateway services next year and any comments or suggestions 
that the Committee may wish to give ahead of that recommissioning would be 
welcomed.

Members were provided with a presentation on the Single Persons Gateway 
Overview after which the Chairperson invited questions and comments from 
Members.

Members asked for more information on the pods and whether they had individual 
doors and beds and were able to be locked so that personal belongings could be left 
in them.  Officers advised that the pods vary from project to project and that providers 
would be able to give more information on their specific pods.

Members found it useful to see the number of people in the gateway but were 
concerned about the significant number of people who are not engaging with the 
service; asking how Officers envisage the gateway should work, where the blockages 
are in the system and how long people should spend in each stage of the process.  
Officers stated that ideally it would just be a few days in emergency accommodation, 
but it does vary on demand and need and vulnerable people can be put through to 
later stages in the process.  With regards to first line hostels, there would be a review 
after 6 months but there are challenges with moving on such as needs and 
availability of second stage accommodation.

Members considered that the blockages could be in stages 1 and 2 and the shortage 
of supply in frontline and second stage accommodation could be causing this; if this 
supply was expanded then it could free up emergency accommodation for people on 
the streets.  Officers explained that people will have problems moving on for various 
reasons but it was important to ensure that there is enough second stage 
accommodation and it is the right sort of accommodation.

Members considered that the numbers in relation to supported housing for people 
with mental health and substance misuse issues was very low and asked what the 
Council was doing to support these people.  Officers explained that they are doing 
what they can at the moment, the review will see if a whole scale change is needed; 
currently they look at the level of need and identify the best provision.

Members asked when they would know that the needs assessment has been carried 
out and the numbers of people and who are getting help are known.  Officers said 
that the needs assessment would be carried out in the Spring/Summer.
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Members stated that they had previously said there should be more awareness of 
Council services targeted to the public and asked what was being done about this.  
Officers advised that they are working on getting good news stories out to the public.

Members asked what was being done for people who have stated that they don’t 
want a hostel or emergency accommodation.  Officers outlined the Housing First 
scheme and the work being done by the Outreach Team.  Members asked if the 
Housing First scheme was successful and were advised that there had been 8 
people successfully housed through the Housing First scheme and there were 3 
waiting; this scheme would be expanding next year with Council provision.

Members asked if the Single Person Gateway, although an important mechanism, 
was failing as the numbers of rough sleepers are increasing.  Officers explained that 
there were a number of reasons that the number of rough sleepers is increasing 
including the complexity of client needs meaning that they are harder to house. There 
have been an increased number of people going into accommodation but nationally 
the numbers of rough sleepers has increased; there is always room to improve and 
that is why the review was happening.

Members noted that new initiatives are tried based on feedback from service users, 
these are based on needs and what has worked well elsewhere.

Members asked if there was a bigger role for Health to play and Officers agreed that 
more input from Health services was needed long-term; there was provision taken 
onto the street and there was a nurse but the Multi-Disciplinary Team that was set up 
would enable expertise be brought in and be readily accessible.  Members were 
advised that the Public Services Board have signed up to improve services for rough 
sleepers, the Area Planning Board would be taking a more active role and there was 
a partnership focus to align roles.

Members discussed people coming to Cardiff to rough sleep from outside the area 
and Officers advised that just over a third of people rough sleeping are from outside 
of Cardiff, from a widespread area of England and Wales; people are assessed and if 
they are considered a priority need and their own local authority can be identified 
then contact would be made.

The Chairperson welcomed Richard Edwards from the Huggard centre and invited 
him to address the Committee.  Members were advised that this was a very important 
and difficult social issue and whilst Cardiff was fortunate to have such good facilities 
and level of provision it was important not to be complacent.  Mr Edwards explained 
that the Huggard Centre provided an open access day centre which was unique in 
Wales, in 2018 it had worked with 2174 individuals, recently the centre had seen an 
increase of around 24 new rough sleepers each month; alongside this increase in 
number, there had also been an increase in the complexity of people’s needs.  
Members were advised that the client group of the Huggard Centre had changed, 
when it started in 1989 the client group was predominantly middle aged males with 
alcohol dependency, recently there had been a huge explosion in drug use and 
clients were younger and often with mental health issues, which they had suffered 
with either previously or due to the drug use.  Mr Edwards explained that this tied in 
with issues of County lines, where drugs were being run into cities and vulnerable 
people were being exploited.  Members were advised that the Huggard Centre had 1 
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Health post which supported substance misuse support.  In 2018, 83 people had 
been supported into treatment services and an extra 198 people had been added to 
the misuse/needle exchange database.  It was stressed however that more input 
from Health services was needed.  Members were advised of the correlation between 
addiction/substance misuse and street sex work/begging and were advised that 
some people use the Huggard’s services in the daytime but are back on the street at 
night time as this is more lucrative.  Members noted that in order to gain sympathy 
and money people often portray a negative impression of the services provided to 
homeless people; Mr Edwards explained that there is sufficient accommodation in 
Cardiff – however, the type of accommodation is restrictive and often communal in 
nature.

The Chairperson thanked Mr Edwards for addressing the Committee and invited 
questions and comments from Members;

Members discussed the needle exchange programme and noted that around 20 litres 
of needles are collected daily.  Members noted that since such programmes have 
been in place then there has been a reduction in blood borne diseases; however 
Members noted that there was a wider community safety issue with regards to 
needles being discarded on the street.  Mr Edwards agreed that the needle exchange 
programme is vital for all in the community, including those in street based sex work; 
adding that needles given out are single use needles with locks on that are safe if 
discarded.  It was stressed that more investment from Health Services was needed to 
provide the correct harm reduction advice.  Mr Edwards explained that he is unable 
to allow drug use in the Huggard Centre, therefore people are driven onto the street 
to take their drugs; he explained that he would like to work with them and stop this 
and address the wider community safety issue and bring people into services but this 
would be a bold move and it would require changes to the law.

A Member explained that he had read an article with rough sleepers which had said 
that the Huggard Centre was rife with drugs and thieves and asked if this was 
correct.  Mr Edwards explained that they deal with complex clients often with 
offending behaviour, if they were not dealing with them at the Huggard Centre then 
they would be on the streets; they do however try to provide the safest environment; 
they are fully staffed and there is CCTV inside and outside which is constantly 
recording; there is infrared CCTV in the communal sleeping rooms; any issues are 
reported to the Police and there is a zero tolerance with drug dealing and the drug 
squad are informed immediately. With regards to theft, there are 49 personal safes 
for clients to use, they are not complacent, they are aware there are high risks but 
they take steps to make sure people are made welcome and feel safe and secure.
Members discussed what could be done to address the increase in drug use.  Mr 
Edwards explained that people on the streets are highly vulnerable to exploitation 
and peer pressure and more resources are needed to support and advise people at 
the needle exchange point, to get them into services more quickly.

Members asked for more information on how they envisage bringing people with drug 
addiction in service?  Mr Edwards explained that current drugs laws go back to the 
1970s and these are a legal sticking point.  It would take a bold political move across 
Welsh Government, Police, Local Authorities and Health to explore “Enhanced Crime 
Reduction Centres”, but he considered that a safe place for people to use their drugs 
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with medical support would protect lives and the wider community, have a positive 
impact on drug use and reduce drug deaths and public drug litter. 

Members asked about the Police’s role and asked how vulnerable people are not 
criminalised but that the drug pushers are tackled.  Mr Edwards explained that there 
is an agreement in place between the Police/Welsh Government with regard to 
possession of drugs.

Members asked what was in place to help women on the streets and what specific 
work was being done with regards to the street sex trade. Mr Edwards explained that 
there are a number of specialist projects in place for women involved in the street sex 
trade, there were very complex needs and a multi-agency approach is taken.  
Women at hostels are segregated and supported, with counselling and wrap around 
services are provided where possible.

The Chairperson welcomed Yvonne Connolly and Laura Carey from the Salvation 
Army and invited them to make their presentation to Committee, after which the 
Chairperson invited questions and comments from Members.
Members asked how the Salvation Army works together with other hostels and were 
advised that the management team for frontline hostels meet on a monthly basis; 
they share and learn and advocacy is developed through this forum.  There are lots 
of moves and swaps between hostels and relationships between them are very 
strong.

Members referred to floating support and that 91% of people leave with full support 
and asked what number of people this referred to.  Members were advised that this 
represented 256 people last quarter and they were currently working with 92 
people/families/couples.

Members discussed how long a client would spend in Ty Gobaith and how easy it 
was for them to move on to another type of accommodation.  Members were advised 
that move on accommodation was a challenge for everyone; with regards to 
timescale they worked on a 6 month principle, with a review after 6 months; on 
average the time was more like 8 months.  It was added that the service has changed 
a lot and now involved more wrap around services and support.

Members asked what the priority would be in relation to funding if there was an influx 
of grants of investment.  Ms Connolly advised that there was a catalogue of things, 
the City needs a city-wide approach and while there are strengths across all services, 
there is also a need to talk to the people who use the services to establish why (for 
example) they are not feeling safe or using services.  These could be difficult 
conversations to have but it was important to listen to people and reflect.  Housing 
First needs to be on offer to people.

Members asked in relation to the Commissioning Strategy, how long was needed for 
the strategy to work.  Ms Connolly advised that there was a national issue around 
commissioning cycles but 7-9 years should be the base to enable investment in 
buildings and services to establish stability.

Members asked if there were any spare beds in Ty Gobaith, what the charges are 
and whether there were any problems in relation to receiving payments.  Members 
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were advised that Ty Gobaith was running at 97% capacity, with the other 3% being 
rooms out of use due to the need for repairs.  All referrals come via the Single 
Persons Gateway.  Charges are currently £13 self-catering; £31 half board.  Payment 
arrears are quite high and this continues to be a challenge, and they are working with 
the Job Centre to look at any benefit issues.

Members asked if Ty Gobaith has seen an increase in drug use and family 
breakdowns.  Ms Carey stated that there had been an increase in drug use but it was 
the type of drugs and their impact had been the significant change, an example was 
given of the physical presentation of someone taking SPICE in comparison to heroin 
and the huge physical and mental impact it has.  It was stated that Cardiff compares 
quite well with other cities in relation to drug related deaths and has good harm 
reduction and needle exchange programmes.  With family breakdowns, there has 
been a significant increase; the Northlands centre sees the immediate effect of this 
and they work with families and provide respite and support.

Members asked how Ty Gobaith deals with the retention of needles and were 
advised that they have given out 658 needles and received 5000 in return so the 
return rate was good.  They also work with schools to ensure that any reported 
discarded needles are cleared up quickly.

The Chairperson welcomed Gareth Jones and Sian David from the Wallich centre 
and invited them to address the Committee.
Members were advised that the Wallich was established in 1997, they deal with 
around 31 clients out on the street, but 40 in the last week.

Members were advised that in relation to Rough Sleeper Intervention, due to 
pedestrian safety, the Wallich are currently not able to access Queen Street.

There is emergency accommodation and some further accommodation via the 
private rented sector.  The Night Shelter is expanding to 22 places and the Clare 
Road house is just reopening.  The Wallich is running at capacity.

Members were advised that the average stay is 3 weeks

The Wallich has a Community House Team with a dual diagnosis project for mental 
health and substance misuse that provides a co-concurring, psychologically informed 
environment.

In the past, there were around 30 incidents a month, but now only 2/3.

The Wallich has rolled out a number initiatives – through WG funding, there are a 
network of therapists; they are dealing with an increased number of clients with 
Adverse Childhood experiences (ACEs); there is a need to increase therapeutic 
services.

A key goal is to get employment or volunteering for clients – through counselling and 
therapy.

25% staff working for the Wallich have Lived Homeless Experience.

The Wallich is involved in Ty Tarian, in partnership with the YMCA which offers a 
specialist 5 bed space.
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The Wallich also run a number of mobile operations such as multi-disciplinary 
services and a mobile health centre which takes a medical room out to people who 
need it.  They look at different models and engage with people through the night, 
building trust and guide people into services.

With regard to the demographics, in the early 1990’s this was predominantly groups 
of people with alcohol dependency; these are still clients but they are housed and 
supported in the community in the Shoreline project.

The Chairperson thanked Gareth Jones and Sian David and invited questions and 
comments from Members;

Members asked for more information about the issues faced in relation to 
approaching people in tents on Queen Street and were advised that they have been 
asked not take their vehicle onto Queen Street as it has a health and safety problem 
with pedestrians, particularly on the breakfast run.

Members asked in relation to the Shoreline project whether landlords are being risk 
averse.  Members were advised that the issue is a “hot potato”.  The Wallich is 
currently reviewing their drugs policy, and the Police and Crime Commissioner is fully 
supportive.  The Wallich doesn’t want to exclude people with drug issues, they want 
to work with them but landlords can be restrictive, it’s a difficult issue but a measured 
approach is needed.  

Members referred to residents and asked what is offered to have more people inside 
during the day.  Members were advised that they encourage volunteering and they 
have developed a peer mentoring scheme.  They engage with residents to establish 
what their goals, needs etc. are.  They work with employers in relation to criminal 
records and addressing skills shortages.

Members were encouraged to hear about results and successes, but wondered if this 
was due to the small numbers.  Members were advised that one size does not fit all, 
and hostels are not the answer long-term; it was difficult to say what it would be like if 
there weren’t a range of options available.

Members asked if the services provided are getting more complex and if there was a 
risk of overcomplicating things.  Members were advised that Housing First is a well-
researched and proven initiative.  Innovation is not developed for the sake of it.  
Partnerships and working together is key as is continually learning and moving.  

Members asked if Cardiff was lacking in relation to local innovation and were advised 
that there was plenty of innovation.  A major issue is the lack of supply in both the 
social housing and private rented sector to move people on from hostels.

Members asked if the commissioning strategy was supporting the 3rd sector.  
Members were advised that it was not, short-term funding was not conducive to 
planning and developing services.  It also places smaller organisations at a 
disadvantage.  The hope was that the multi-disciplinary team would be a major 
development in addressing this.  

Members asked if there were enough services for dual/multi diagnosis clients and 
were advised that it can be tough to arrange services – particularly commissioning 
across health, housing and the criminal justice system.  

The Chairperson welcomed Tamsin Stirling an Independent Housing Consultant and 
invited her to address the Committee.
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Ms Stirling advised Members that she was a Splott resident and a Freelance Housing 
Specialist who had been involved in the Housing Wales Act 2014 Policy 
Development and Homelessness was a part of that.

As a resident she was sad to see the change in the City, particularly with the tents 
and stated that this shouldn’t be accepted as the way things are.  She outlined a 
number of things that she considered important, including; The need to engage with 
people on the street; the Give DIFFerently Campaign which she considered was only 
useful for people who are engaged in the system; the issues of violence and stigma 
for people on the streets; the need for individuals to engage in educating themselves 
as citizens were key considerations.  There also needs to be a better coordination of 
effort via the Frameworks Institute (CRISIS), partnerships and organisations within 
them playing to their strengths through commissioning and achieving outcomes; co-
producing services; and developing these with service users and providers were key 
going forward.  She also outlined research and evidence giving an overview of 
sources in relation to preventative measures, prison leavers, rough sleepers in 
England and Scotland; international sources which could also be crucial in in 
developing policy and practice.
The Chairperson thanked Tamsin Stirling and invited questions and comments from 
Members;

Members asked if a comparison could be made between what is happening in Cardiff 
to other cities (such as Los Angeles) and whether it was time to accept that there is a 
real crisis in Cardiff.  Ms Stirling advised that in terms of the scale of the problem then 
no.  Tents are becoming an issue and Welfare reform has had a massive impact, but 
in the UK there would not be the kinds of “sweeps” there were in LA to achieve short-
term impact as this was not helpful and it did not work.

Members asked Ms Stirling if she considered this a complex spiral.  Ms Stirling 
considered that the system had become dysfunctional particularly in relation to the 
number/range of student accommodation but not social housing in the City.  She 
considered that there was a need to look at the housing market and homelessness 
together.

Members asked in relation to rough sleepers, whether there was any research that 
identified any schemes that work and whether there is an increase in numbers of 
rough sleepers.  Ms Stirling advised members that Housing First is an example of 
good practice and yes, there are more visible rough sleepers currently.  

Members discussed supply and demand and asked if there was a correlation 
between housing need and homelessness.  Ms Stirling considered there was, but 
there is also the need to challenge human psychology around rough sleepers and 
shape public perceptions of rough sleepers.  Ms Stirling considered there is a psychic 
numbing and there needs to be a move towards a “kinder Cardiff”.

The Chairperson welcomed Ian Ephraim from Ty Tresillian and City Centre Outreach 
Team and invited him to make his presentation to the Committee after which the 
Chairperson invited questions and comments from Members.
Member noted the reference to 5 rough sleepers in one day, with 4 re-presenting and 
asked why this had happened.  Members were advised that 1 was from London; 2 
from Newport of which one had a local connection.
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Members asked if there were any issues with “move on” accommodation and were 
advised that the average time people remain is around 6 months, but, for some, it 
can take over a year to find them suitable accommodation. 

Members asked where the Multi Agency team were based and were advised that 
they are based in Housing Options Centre but they are out engaging with other 
providers too and will also engage with rough sleepers on the street. 

The Chairperson welcomed back welcomed Councillor Lynda Thorne (Cabinet 
Member for Housing & Communities); Sarah McGill (Corporate Director, People & 
Communities); and Jane Thomas (Assistant Director, Housing & Communities) and 
having heard evidence from service providers, the Chairperson invited them to 
comment on some of the issues raised.

Officers reflected on what had been presented and considered that it had been an 
interesting discussion with common themes and evidence including;
Partnership approaches that needs to be whole system; a variety of provision; joined 
up; one size doesn’t fit all;

Trauma informed approach;

Joint commissioning across health, police and the Council was vital;

It is a very complex situation, but there was a willingness to find solutions;

There are issues in relation to short-term funding and it needs to be sustainable;

Commissioning arrangements need to be reviewed as there is a need to do things 
differently;

More work in relation to communication is needed;

With regard to partners, there needs to be relationship building and address issues 
of “competition”;

A real need to understand why people do not engage with services.

The Chairperson invited final questions and comments from Members;

Members asked about issues with housing stock and as a social landlord, is there 
more Cardiff can do with housing associations.  Members were advised that almost 
all accommodation is provided via Housing Associations.

Members noted that Officers were not aware of the access to Queen Street issues.

Members noted that there was a perception that rough sleepers are avoiding services 
and asked if more can more done to use and promote a “safe” hostel for those with 
mental health problems.  Officers agreed that they need to monitor this.   

AGREED:  that the Chairperson, on behalf of the Committee, writes to the Cabinet 
Member conveying the observations of the Committee via a report when discussing 
the way forward.

57 :   URGENT ITEMS (IF ANY) 

None received.
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58 :   DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

Budget Scrutiny – 18th February 2019 at 4.30pm, Committee Room 4, County Hall, 
Cardiff.

59 :   PRESENTATIONS 

The meeting terminated at 8.25 pm
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Temporary & Supported Accommodation

Single Persons
Gateway

Young Persons 
Gateway

Family Gateway

Gender Specific 
Gateway

Hostels and Supported 
Accommodation

124 Units

Leased Properties
343 Units

High Support Crisis/Refuge  
31 Units

Medium Support Crisis/Refuge
12 Units 

Supported Housing 
12 Units

Hostels, Emergency and Low 
Level Supported 
Accommodation

103 Units

Intensive Supported 
Accommodation

45 Units

Emergency Accommodation
78 Units

Supported Accommodation
353 Units*

Front Line Hostels
261 Units*

The Single Person Gateway is one of 5 gateways into 
accommodation – a joined up partnership approach. 

Cold weather  provision
90+ Units

Number of clients 
housed 2017/18

1409 – Single Persons 
Gateway
497 - Family Gateway
226 -Young Persons 
Gateway
238 - Gender Specific

* includes units not 
funded through 

supporting people 
grant



Accessing the Single Person Gateway
Access
• Accessed through to Housing Options Centre or via Outreach / Partners (Rise , Asylum &

Refugee Support Team)
• Out of hours – co-ordinated through Tresillian / Huggard (assessed following day)
• Following assessment of client’s support and risk information – normally placed in Frontline

accommodation.

Move on
Second Stage Accommodation
• Support provider/Agency completes Supported Accommodation Assessment Form (SAAF)

Decision is made by HOC team to identify most appropriate accommodation
• Placement will be provided when available , subject to waiting lists/clients priority   
Private Rented Sector pathway 
• Bond and Rent in Advance assistance provided at Housing Options and Huggard
• Some providers operate move on schemes – YMCA / UWHA(Oak House)
Social Housing pathway
• Preferential banding given but supply is limited



Single Person Gateway - Emergency accommodation

Type Scheme Description Number of 
Individual /units

Shared 
spaces

Floorspace
Ty Tresillian 
Huggard Hostel 

Sleeping mats in a shared space within the Huggard and 
Tresillian hostels, with support provided overnight. 12 

12

Wallich Nightshelter Shared rooms accommodating 2-3 people for emergency 
overnight stays. 

12

Council TY Nos 
Nightshelter

Shared rooms accommodating 2-3 people for emergency 
overnight stays. 

10

Individual 
units 

The Wallich Sir 
Julian Hodge E-Bed

Emergency overnight stay in a small room in Sir Julian Hodge 
hostel  

3 

YMCA Ambassador 
Pods 

Emergency beds

Self-contained units within one shared room

Individual emergency beds in own room for up to 28 days 

3 

2

Ty Tresillian Cabins Self-contained units with support as needed from Ty Tresillian 
hostel. Clients can stay longer-term if needed. 

3

Pods 
Ty Tresillian
Huggard hostel

Small self-contained units for emergency overnight stays.
13 
8

To open shortly:
• 11 additional spaces in Wallich Nightshelter
• 8  Additional pods in Huggard Hostel



Single Person Gateway- Front Line Hostels
Type Scheme Description Number of 

Individual 
/units

High 
support 
needs 

Ty Tresillian 
(Cardiff Council)

24 hour supported hostel providing ensuite rooms, 2 rooms can 
accommodate couples and 2 are adapted and accessible. The hostel 
accommodates clients with complex support needs who may have 
considerable risk factors. 

24

Huggard Hostel The hostel is staffed 24 hours and a high level of support is provided. All 
22 rooms are en-suite, 2 of these rooms can accommodate couples

22

High-
Medium 
level 
support 
needs 

The Walk (Cardiff 
YMCA)

81-bed hostel providing advice and support to those with medium- high 
support needs. The hostel is fully catered and rooms have shared 
bathrooms. All residents are allocated a support worker and support is 
tailored to individual need

81

Ty Gobaith 
(Salvation Army) 

The hostel is staffed 24 hours a day and provides a range of half board 
rooms and self-catering rooms. 

47

Sir Julian Hodge 
(The Wallich)

24 hour staffed hostel, all rooms are self-catered and with a shared 
bathroom. 5 of the rooms can accommodate couples. Residents can 
access support 24/7 if needed. 

25

Low level 
support 
needs

Ambassador 
Hostel 
(Cardiff YMCA)

Low-level support provided for clients nearing independent living. 35

United Welsh Oak 
house Hostel 

Hostel for clients with low support needs who are close to independent 
living. A PRS scheme is in operation where clients are assisted to find 
suitable private accommodation and employment. 

27 



Single Person Gateway- Second Stage Accommodation
Mixed 
support 
needs

Huggard Houses Visiting support provided to 3 shared houses in the community. Support is 
offered around life skills and finding accommodation.

9

United Welsh 
Prep Houses 

Visiting support is provided to 5 houses in the community (4 houses have 
self-contained flats. 1 property offers shared facilities). 19

Llamau Self-contained flats for women, visiting support provided. 4
CC SAIL Self-contained Cardiff Council flats, visiting support provided. 7

Mental 
health

Cardiff Mind Self-contained flats in the community, visiting support available 9-5 4
Hafod Care Shared houses in the community, visiting support available 9-5 22

Medium 
level 
support 

Huggard Houses 11 shared houses in the community, including one female only house. 
Visiting support provided 35

Wallich Riverside Large shared house for clients at risk of offending and willing to engage 
in employment, training and volunteering. Visiting support provided. 8

High 
level 
support

Council – Supported 
Accommodation 

Self Contained Flats with 24hr on site presence (includes rough 
sleeper project). 43*

Llamau Ryder Street 5 bed hostel for women only, support provided 24hrs. 5
Gwalia Janner House 
& Teal Street 

Janner House provides eleven units of 24 hour staffed accommodation
to service users within self-contained flats.

11 
9

Low- Level Support Projects 

Mixed Support Needs- Medium & High Level Supported Projects 

Medium 
support

Cardiff Mind houses Shared accommodation in the community, visiting support available. 22

Hafod Care Shared houses in the community, visiting support provided. 13
High 
support

Hafod Care Shared and self-contained properties, high level of visiting support 
provided to those with complex mental health issues. 

15

Mental Health- Medium & High Level Supported Projects

* Recently expanded supported 
housing - currently 43 flats, 
expanding further over coming year



Single Person Gateway- Second Stage Cont.
Non-
abstinence 
projects

Wallich 
Community 
Houses 

Range of supported accommodation (24 hr staffed houses and lower level visiting 
support properties) for clients with dual diagnosis (substance misuse issues and 
mental health). 

33

Shoreline 24 hour support provided within 6 shared houses and dispersed flats.  Shoreline is a 
non-abstinence project for clients who are alcohol-dependant or have significant 
issues with alcohol. 

38

Dry/ 
abstinence 
projects  

Solas Dyfrig 
House/ 
Glan Yr 
Afon 

Dyfrig House contains a mix of self-contained flats and shared accommodation for 
clients wishing to remain abstinent from substances. High-level support is provided 
to clients to remain abstinent, clients must agree to be breathalysed and be 
abstinent from alcohol and substances throughout their stay. 

35

Wallich 
Croes Ffin

Supported houses for clients in recovery from dependency issues, with support staff 
in residence during office hours. All clients accepted onto the programme will have 
engaged in a detoxification programme and remain abstinent for 6 weeks prior to the 
point of referral. 

8

Salvation 
Army Bridge 
Programme 
inc.  
Aftercare/ 
Aftercare 
House

Three stage process for clients wishing to become abstinent: 1) initial preparation 
and detox (room within Ty Gobaith hostel) 2) Aftercare stage (self-contained flats 
within Ty Gobaith hostel), Move-on stage (shared house in the community). 
The service is a joint partnership with the Community Addictions Unit (CAU), and the 
team includes a Consultant Psychiatrist as the Clinical Lead, alongside a 
Community Psychiatric Nurse, Specialist Support Workers and an Outreach Worker.

13

Substance Misuse/ Alcohol- Medium & High Level Supported Projects

Funding: Most projects funded by a
combination of HB and Supporting
People, some projects operate
without SP and some partners offer
additional units



Outcomes- moves through Single Person Gateway 
(01/12/17- 30/11/18):

Emergency Accommodation - shared spaces

8%

24%

59%

Evictions Abandoned Hospital
Transfer PRS F&F
Out of Area

Emergency Accommodation - individual unit

11%

17%

68%

Evictions Abandoned Prison
Hospital Transfer PRS
Social F&F Out of Area



Front Line Hostel moves

18%

10%

5%

35%

12%

12%

5%

Evictions Abandoned Prison
Hospital Transfer PRS
Social F&F Out of Area

Secondary accommodation moves

12%

9%

6%

35%

8%

21%

5%

Evictions Abandoned Prison
Hospital Transfer PRS
Social F&F Out of Area

Outcomes- moves through Single Person Gateway
(01/12/17-30/11/18):



Key Developments - Improving Accommodation

Emergency Accommodation
• Direct access to bed spaces for clients identified by Outreach
• Support workers for those only accessing emergency accommodation
• More individual pods at Ty Tresillian & Huggard hostels, 

• Extension to the Wallich Nightshelter

• Ty Nos – Council Nightshelter

Supported Housing

• Council Supported housing Scheme

Housing First 
Salvation Army - in first year 8 individuals have settled into tenancies, with a further 3 
matched to tenancy and awaiting move in next week (up to 20 units)  
Cardiff Council - started Dec 2018 and will be working closely with the private rented 
sector to ensure people have a choice in where they would like to live (up to 10 units).



New Initiatives
Many clients have complex issues resulting from (ACES) resulting in poor mental health 
and substance dependency. These clients can struggle to maintain any form of 
accommodation resulting in a “revolving door of homelessness”:

 Strengthening Multi Agency team

 Homeless Advocacy Programme pilot. Provide continuity of support both on and 
off the street - aim to identify triggers for evictions/abandonments, to sustain 
placements or support positive moves.

 Innovative Intensive Supported  Housing Projects developed to meet identified 
gaps and specific needs: Compass Project /Ty Tarian

 Training for Support Workers – range of training offered to all partners to build the 
skills of support workers

 Research – Review of effectiveness of homeless services  for those rough sleeping 
/ in hostels



Accommodation and Support Recommissioning 
Single Person Gateway - Second Stage Accommodation

Aim to take a multi agency approach

Activity Timetable 
Needs Assessment - Provider  / Partner / 
Service User Engagement

Spring - Summer 
2019

Cabinet Decision Summer 2019

Recommissioning Autumn- Winter  
2019/20

Contract Commence Spring 2020



REGIONAL TEAM
Yvonne Connolly – Regional Manager

Emma Paynter – Assistant Regional Manager

Salvation Army Cardiff

Appendix E



WHAT WE DO
TSA delivers a wide range of services across UK and Ireland 
working to prevent, relieve and support people out of 
homelessness  including 
• Single accommodation-based services, 

• Floating support services, 

• Day and night shelters, 

• Rough sleeper outreach, 

• Specialist Young Person Homelessness Services

• Community homelessness drop-ins 

• Resettlement services, 

• Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation Services 

• Family homelessness services

• Housing First

• Complex Needs Services



Ty Gobaith & 
Bridge Treatment 

Programme
Northlannds

Partneriath Floating 
Support 

EEA/Reconnection/
Bus Project

Salvation Army 
Cardiff

Housing First 



Ty Gobaith Lifehouse
 Tŷ Gobaith provides tailor-made services to its residents, to meet their needs and 

support them in making a positive change.
 72 Single Homeless Beds including 
 15 Bed Bridge Programme - specialist onsite treatment and detox programme –

Award winning partnership with CAU & only one in Wales
 4 Bed Complex Needs Unit 

 Specifically working with entrenched rough sleepers/those not sustaining current hostel system

 8 Bed Community House Resettlement Programme
 2 Bed “Pod” back to work programme
 4 NRPF “Pod” Programme
 Award winning onsite accredited college delivering range of specialist 

ETE skills/positive use of time programme



Northlands Young Person Service 
 The centre is a purpose built 26 bed specialist Lifehouse offering tailor made 

support for young people aged 16 -21years.
 Centre underpinned by an asset based approach to working with YP focussed 

on Prevention, Early Intervention and Long Term Sustainability 
 70 - 75% positive move*
 In house mediation & respite project - focussing on healthy relationships with 

family and return homes where appropriate
 In house Positive Pathways Coach (learning and development) with over 70% of YP 

engaged with ETE activities
 Calais Intake – extending to working with young asylum seekers



Partneriath Community Support Service (Floating 
Support)
 The Salvation Army was awarded the prime contract in partnership with 

United Welsh to deliver Floating Support to over 300 units in Cardiff in April 
2017

 Modelled on and delivering a true homelessness prevention service -
helping people stay in both their homes and communities in Cardiff
 91% of people leave with full support needs met
 94 individual cases prevented from homelessness (last quarter!)

 Delivered through a 12 week tailored support package - encompassing 
everything from financial management to mental health and wellbeing. 



Outreach Bus

EEA Community 
Housing 

Programme

Cardiff 
(re)Connection 

Team

Cardiff Outreach Services



Street homelessness

• People have a right to a home

• An active engagement approach is used

• Flexible support is provided for as long 

as it is needed

• Housing and support are separated

• Individuals have choice and control

• The service is based on people’s 

strengths, goals and aspirations

• A harm reduction approach is used

Core principles

Shelter placement

Transitional housing

Permanent housing
THE HOUSING 
FIRST MODEL

Founded on the RIGHT to a home

Cardiff Housing First  



Engagement
On average clients engage 
with the team for around 

4 months from first 
conversation to allocation 

of property

One year on

Housing First Statistics

Support
On average clients get 14 

hours of face to face 
contact a week once they 

are in a property.

Outreach
On average clients get 3 

hours per week whilst on 
outreach, which can include 
staff attending the breakfast 

run, bus project eta

Properties
11 people are now in 

accommodation

Different types of 
accommodation to reflect 
choice, control and local 

reality.

Cymorth Homeless Prevention 
Award Winner 2018



OF CLIENTS
100%

Have maintained their 
property

OF CLIENTS
100%

Engaged with Housing 
First Service have 

successfully gone on 
to be resettled into 
accommodation of 

their choice

100%

Have engaged with 
harm reduction 

support in relation to 
substance use,   

mental/physical 
health concerns.

OF CLIENTS

Have successfully 
worked with the team 

to reduce 
presentations to A&E 
and recordings of ASB 
to 0 since moving into 
their accommodation

Housing First Outcomes 
& Impact

100%
OF CLIENTS
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Salvation Army Cardiff 
Service Delivery 
Commitments 

All delivery models 
underpinned by individual 

choice and control. 

Services will work to listen, 
empower and develop the 
strengths and talents of all 
those who need our support

Professional workforce – all 
staff approach underpinned 

by principals of Trauma 
Recovery Model and PIE

A consistent person centered 
approach to support across 
all services , providing an 

assertive and flexible model 
to meet individuals needs

Working with key partners to 
design, lead and implement 

effective collaborative 
delivery models seeking to 
prevent homelessness at all 

times

Monitored outcomes –
Learning from learning. 

Sharing our learning.



Salvation Army Cardiff

Challenges – current and future
• Financial/sector sustainability  - is this role modelling the characteristics we are asking others to live by?
• Need for long-term commissioning strategy to improve stability for people using the services and providers;
• Need for stronger joint-working protocals and processess between providers/portfolios.  

Looking ahead 
• Developing existing services – taking a strengths based approach and developing best practice
• Working together with Cardiff to deliver a ground breaking city MDT case management approach
• Workforce Development – develop and upskill staff in trauma informed approaches to working with people 

with experience of homelessenss, as well as those with multiple and complex needs.
• Complimenting and developing the “alternatives”  through the strengths in our existing frameworks (HF, 

Complex Needs etc)

Take Stock 



Questions

Thank you



Supported 
Accommodation

Outreach Services 
and the MDT 

Ty Tresillian

Hostel and Support Services
Supporting Rough Sleepers in Cardiff

Housing First

Appendix F
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Cardiff Council – Cold Weather Plan 2018 / 19

In addition to the year round 78 emergency beds the following provision will be available 
during the winter on a phased basis. Update – Total of 88 spaces currently active across 
projects - Average void space: 15

1st November 2017 – 31st March 2019
25 emergency beds - Huggard
5 emergency beds - YMCA Ambassador 
3 emergency beds Salvation Army
1 emergency bed Northlands (under 24 only)

Total 34

10th December 2018 – 16th January 2019

10 Temp Night Shelter Total 44

17th December 2018 – March 2019 (Confirmed)

Cardiff Church’s Night Shelter - 15 spaces each night on rota basis

5 additional pods in Ty Tresillian Total 59

16th January 2019– 31st March 2019

22 Wallich Night Shelter
12 Ty Nos
4 Glan Yr Afon
A further 52 spaces available if needed

Total 87



Outreach Services 
• Role is to engage with people who sleep rough and support them into accommodation 

and other services. 
• The team works within an Assertive Outreach and Strengths based approach
• The team complete Statutory Homeless Assessments. Over 50 since September 2018. 21 

Priority Need decisions. 23 ongoing.
• The team work with Rough Sleepers across the whole city not just city centre. 
• Service runs on weekdays from 06:30-00:00 and 06:30-14:00 on a weekend

• Since December 2017 we have assisted 187 people into accommodation
• Last Week we accommodated 5 rough sleepers in one day
• In the immediate days surrounding that, 4 new people appeared on the streets
• This demonstrates the complexities of the this problem.  



Homeless is not just a housing issue…
City Centre Team Multi Agency team needs to be further developed 

WG Grant funding has 
been achieved to extend 

the services in the city 
centre team, however this 

funding is temporary

The Substance Misuse 
Worker/ Peer Mentor 

started in Dec, the 
Therapeutic Worker 

starts in Jan. 
Mental Heath worker 
and Advocate due to 
start the end of Jan
With the rest of the 

team in place  by the 
end of Feb/early March   



Ty Tresillian
Homeless Hostel for Single People and Couples

• Provide accommodation to vulnerable individuals and couples who are in housing need.
• Lead support needs include mental health and substance misuse  
• 24 Resident rooms
• Additional provision: 13 EOS Pods, 3 External Cabins and 15 floor space units
• Provides advice, guidance, structured support 
• We provide a range of opportunities to support our clients towards a positive future.  

This includes Football, Gardening, Cooking, Budgeting and Accredited learning.
• During the last quarter we have had:

• 6 positive move on’s
• 0 evictions 
• Accommodated an average of 30 people in our additional provision 



Supported Accommodation 
Accommodation for Rough Sleepers

• Supported Self-Contained Accommodation – 43 Flats
• Incorporates 12 Rough Sleeper Project Flats
• New Support Team
• All occupants formerly rough sleeping
• 15 people have accessed since April 2018
• 85% maintaining their accommodation and engaging with support
• Also, SAIL Project – 5 units with 85% success rate and no evictions in last 4 years

• Ty Nos (Night House) 
• Offering shared accommodation during Cold Weather 
• Weekly referrals made to this project 
• Opened on 16.1.2019
• Offers 12 bed spaces solely for rough sleepers
• Referral route through Outreach Services



Housing First - Pilot
• Since October 2018 Cardiff Council has be piloting a Housing First Scheme 

utilising the Private Rented Sector. 
• An evidence-based approach, which uses stable housing as a platform to 

enable individuals with multiple and complex needs to begin recovery and 
move away from homelessness. 

• Building productive relationships with landlords
• Providing intensive holistic support to clients 
• Currently have 4 clients engaging with support
• 2 currently in independent accommodation 
• 2 with flat viewings in the near future
• Looking to expand over the coming months. 



GS – Case Study 

GS is a 56 old White British male. He grew up in wales where he experienced 
daily violent abuse in his family home by his father.  Living in this 
environment was traumatic and GS grew up in constant fear. GS wasn’t 
coping and rebelled against everyone and everything and his behaviour 
became problematic to all those around him.  GS got into trouble with the 
police and as a result of the violence at home,  would self harm to manage 
the pain he was feeling.   GS father passed away when he was 18 and things 
got better when he meet his wife  and they had children together.  GS 
became a husband who worked 7 days a week to provide for his family and 
did for over 20 years.  GS was happy with his life.  GS came home from work 
one day and found his wife in bed with someone else and his life turned 
upside down.  

GS found the anger and rage he had when he was growing up come back to 
the forefront.  GS got arrested for harassing his wife and started drinking 
heavily after several warnings from the police to stay away.   GS decided to 
isolate himself by living alone in the forest for 18 months.  His drinking 
became dependant and he realised that he needed support and his health was 
deteriorating. GS ended up becoming homeless in Cardiff living behind Cardiff 
castle in a tent and eventually moved in to Ty Gobaith into the main centre. 

GS was assessed for the Bridge Programme whilst in the main centre and was 
admitted into the project on the 16th June 2017.  GS was drinking and would 
be very emotional when he is was under the influence and would internalise 
his anger with violent self harm, such as lashing himself with bike chains.  GS 
had no contact with his children and would cry for the loss he was suffering  
with the family breakdown and childhood abuse.  His health was becoming a 
huge worry due to his alcohol use.  

GS recognised that his emotions were more heightened when he was drinking 
and the programme workded with him to get him to reduce his drinking and 
then detox in hospital.  Once discharged from hospital GS anxiety was 
overwhelming so the team had to work carefully.  GS built confidence and the 
team worked with techniques to reduce anxiety,. GS began to engage fully in 
all aspects of the programme including achieving many Open College Network 
Qualifications.  GS engaged in 1-2-1 counselling for the first time started to 
understand his past trauma and resulting anger and substance use. This 
specialist counselling was vital for GS to move forward. GS learned that anger 
was his biggest trigger for drinking and his keyworker worked intensely with 
GS to help understand his flight or fight response and the root causes for his 
anger. Weekly CBT croup sessions to understand how his thoughts feelings 
and behaviours all impact one another strengthened this understanding. GS 
had an opportunity to learn new ways of thinking and responding to situations 
in a safe environment.  

GS abstained from alcohol and completed preparation (stage of the 
programme) in 6 months. He moved over to aftercare for 6 months and whilst 
there he was waiting on his resettlement strategy for over 55 disabled 
accommodation.  

During his time on the programme GS had had many physical health needs, 
however his anxiety meant he didn’t want to face these and wanted to avoid 
any bad news. The team worked to help him meet appointments by going to 
all appointments with him. Also managing his thoughts of self harm if he 
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received any bad news. GS discovered his liver was significantly damaged 
when he moved on to the programme and through BBV testing with the nurse 
it was discovered he also had Hepatitis C. Due to us being able to evidence GS 
stability he was a suitable candidate for the newest Hep C treatment and the 
team supported him to undergo this whilst on the programme. At the end of 
his treatment a scan showed a lump on his liver which turned out to be 
cancer. The centre team worked closely with GS to manage this devastating 
news and not relapse. The team provided a higher level of monitoring and 
support as there was also a high risk of suicide so this would involve at points 
the night team conducting hourly checks.  How GS worked though this period 
was admirable.  After multiple hospital appointments, having lumps removed 
and laser treatment, GS received good news that they removed all the cancer. 
The team and all the residents were elated at the news (many happy tears 
shed that day) GS still has lots of pain in his knees and is waiting on knee 
replacements. GS diet and exercise is an important aspect in his life and he 
has had a complete turn around in lifestyle.  

GS has now regained family ties with his children and he now sees them 
regularly, something he thought wouldn’t happen again.   

GS’s was then offered a lovely over 55’s disabled flat near Cardiff City Centre, 
the location is perfect to GS he is over the moon with this, the area and the 
the fact the accommodation has a warden on site for support. Being in his 
own flat and having calm and independence has changed his life. 

GS is still being supported by the Bridge programme outreach worker and 
continues to maintain abstinence. GS rings the programme regularly and pops 
in to speak to staff when he is passing. He is currently doing brilliantly and 
continues to maintain abstinence.  

 
 
 



MS – Case Study 

Bridge Programme  

MS is a 29 old male. He grew up in Somalia where he lost his mother at a 
very young age. His aunt was his guardian, who then passed away and his 
grandmother looked after him and brought him up. At the age of 15 his 
grandmother put him on a plane to Britain on his own. She sold the family 
home in order to fund him to travel, making the sacrifice for his safety.  MS 
had never flown before and spoke no English at all so it was terrifying leaving 
his family and coming to a strange country.  

Immigration kept MS at the airport and they placed him in care where he lived 
in London until he was 16. He then had to move out on his own.   MS got 
caught up in the London gang and drugs culture and spoke about his life in 
London being something that made him grow up, MS learned to take care of 
himself any way he could. He spoke very little about what he did as he was 
ashamed of the whole culture he was involved in (gang drugs etc)   

MS got married and had two children in London and continued in that lifestyle 
so he could support his family. Eventually he started to break away and work 
at call centres to get money for his family, in a way he felt proud of. However 
there was a threat of violence from the gangs for leaving them.  MS’s wife had 
an affair and he left the family home. MS ended up in Cardiff with his grandad 
and his drinking quickly became problematic.  His life felt so lonely and this 
gave him time to think about all his loss he had experienced and the 
traumatic things he had witnessed in Somalia, including seeing family and 
friends killed.  

MS was drinking vodka and using cocaine daily with his friends.  MS’s grandad 
passed away and he had to move out of the council property. He ended up 
becoming homeless in Cardiff. MS eventually moved in to Ty Gobaith into the 
main centre. 

MS was assessed for the Bridge Programme and was admitted into the project 
on the 10th February 2016. He was alcohol dependant and often very angry or 
sad and would cry for the loss he had suffered with losing family members 
(dad, mother aunty, grandmother grandad) MS did not have many living 
relatives left. MS started to open up about the severe trauma he experienced 
in Somalia through his childhood, seeing people get killed and his life 
threatened regularly. He has scars all over his body from the police and the 
army there.   He has a large machete wound across the top of one of his legs.  

MS recognised that his emotions were more heightened when he was drinking 
and so with support of the groups and the nurse stopped his substance use. 
The team did a lot of work around his social network and he changed his 
friends. This worked as MS stayed off substances and completed prep (stage 
of the programme) in 6 months. During this time MS worked intensively with 
the programmes counsellor Cheryl on the trauma he experienced. To not use 
substances through this was an enormous achievement, helped by the regular 
breath testing and urine testing across the programme.  MS moved over to 
after care for 6 months and then the community house for six months. MS 
completed a resettlement strategy and was accepted on to the waiting list. MS 
continued to work intensively on his trauma with the groups and counsellor 
through the entire programme.  
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MS had felt ashamed of his drinking and had therefore walked away from his 
religion. The team supported MS to engage with a local mosque who were 
extremely supportive of MS recovery.  

MS played football for the hostel and was picked for the Welsh homeless team 
to play in the world cup and went to Norway to play. Whilst there he had the 
opportunity to see family he has in Norway which was extremely important for 
him. MS came back with more confidence and enthusiasm and felt inspired to 
explore what more he could achieve.  MS looked into New link wales and 
completed the Mile programme.  

MS’s was then offered a flat in Grangetown, not far from the house, through 
the resettlement strategy. He was over the moon with this as this area was 
familiar and meant he was close to the mosques that he prayed in and his 
religious community.  

MS is still being supported by the outreach worker on the programme and 
continues to maintain abstinence. MS has also started volunteering with a 
hostel that works with young homeless people and he really enjoying giving 
something to his community. This is something he has always been interested 
in doing.  

MS still pops in to the centre every few weeks for a cup of tea with the team 
and still sees his counsellor on the programme (which is time limited due to 
funding).   
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